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Preface

“FARLAND” stands for “Future Approaches to Land Development”.
The project is part of the EU-INTERREG III Programme supporting the EU Regional Policy under the res-
ponsibility of European Commissioner Danuta Hübner. The mission of the Regional Policy is to streng-
then economic, social and territorial cohesion by reducing disparities in the level of development among 
regions and Member States. 

I am very pleased that the Common Initiative INTERREG has funded this project allocated to rural space 
as FARLAND deals with rural development in Europe. The focus is on upgrading and improving strategies, 
instruments and tools for integrated rural development. Seven institutional and four scientiÞ c partners 
from seven di! erent countries of the European Union have joined FARLAND by exchanging their experi-
ences, knowledge and information.

The “FARLAND book” presents the conclusions of the project. Reading the book I am happy to see that 
INTERREG III has supported the analysis and study of the di! erent approaches of rural development
between regions and regional authorities. INTERREG III has successfully supported the development of 
networks and the exchange of experiences. 

The results are astonishing and remarkable. Great emphasis has been put in particular to encourage
innovative approaches and practices. I am sure that they will not only promote the rural development in 
the participating regions but the results are transferable to all other European countries enabling them to 
establish and implement their own regional and national Development Programmes. 

I congratulate the project partners and involved experts. I hope that the FARLAND book will receive
Europe-wide attention. I am convinced that the International FARLAND Conference in Budapest will initi-
ate a broad discussion about strategies, instruments and tools for rural development throughout Europe. 
I hope that it will create awareness about an even more e#  cient implementation of the European Struc-
tural and Rural Development Policies and that we shall become better and better at bringing welfare to 
the people living and working in rural Europe.

Mariann FISCHER BOEL
European Commissioner 

for Agriculture and Rural Development
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Once Upon a Time in a Far, FARLAND…
… policies of territorial planning were e! ectively implemented. Good intentions did not stop after draw-
ing up strategic plans for regional and rural development. In this land, the instruments for land develop-
ment were available to harmonise land use, to reconcile public interests with private landowners and to 
facilitate the processes of planning, negotiation and decision-making. Projects were integrated by nature. 
In fact, the word ‘integrated’ was not necessary anymore since the process of bringing together di! erent 
voices, and the balanced way of assessing and setting priorities always led to general development plans 
of the area. Words like ‘rural’, ‘urban’, ‘regional’ etc. were abandoned since the only things that mattered 
were the area itself, its speciÞ c challenges, and the opportunities that changes in society o! ered.

Local and regional stakeholders were always ready to get involved and take responsibility and the people 
were always impatient! They simply did not accept development or implementation to last longer than 
necessary. When a change took longer than necessary, they just wouldn’t accept! They would go out of 
their way to quit the procedures, Þ nd new ways, be adaptive or adjust legislation. Everything they could 
possibly do, they would do! And always, the quality of the area and the concerns of the people were put Þ rst. 

But the situation wasn’t always like this. Like life itself, a gradual evolution was needed to achieve this
balanced state. At Þ rst, after the war, land development instruments were used to secure food production.
Land use patterns and infrastructure were improved. Via ‘land consolidation’, the landscape was rationa-
lised and farm structures were scaled up. Under a ‘common agricultural policy’ a new balance was sought. 
After reaching food security in the 1970s, society changed rapidly. Agriculture, as the engine for rural de-
velopment staggered while concern for landscape and quality for the living environment grew. 

This trend got even more prominent until the 1990s with the growing concern on losing biodiversity and 
nature. Some policy makers tried to adapt. They made new legislation and new procedures but they made 
a mistake by trying to solve everything via laws and decrees. Apparent lack of trust in local and regional 
stakeholders prevented the establishment of more ß exible frameworks. 

In some areas the broadening of the land development approach hampered. There were too many other 
priorities and people kept dreaming about bigger plots, higher production and happy farmers. More ba-
lanced development was the ultimate goal but any attempt to change got stuck in the overriding idea that 
economy needed to keep growing before ‘luxurious’ topics as landscape quality and biodiversity could be 
tackled. 

A new ß ow of democracy and freedom raged through the central parts of the land from the beginning of 
the 1990s. A “Civil Society” arose and raised its voice. New hope and dreams were born and hidden prob-
lems came to the surface. Land use structures of the pre-war period were reintroduced. Large parts of this 
central area were poor; too dependant on agriculture and struggling with major issues like small scale, 
unclear ownership situations and the belief that governments perpetuated problems instead of solving 
them. A new approach was needed since it was strongly felt that old objectives and their instruments 
could not be simply replicated. 

Meanwhile, at the international level, the leaders decided that they should skip trade barriers and protec-
tive agricultural policies and instead be part of an international economic competition. This lead to confu-
sion: should governments still attempt to regulate land use and facilitate the solving of land use conß icts 
or should everything be left to the market in the future?

At this point something magical happened. Experts were brought together and they started learning from 
and inspiring each other. Instead of Þ nding di! erences, they started looking for similarities and common 
accomplishments. They learned quickly, worked hard and made changes. New deÞ nitions of land deve-
lopment were created and every government switched from old familiar techniques to more complete, 
decentralised and ß exible approaches. Land development was no longer a sectoral approach, associated 
with lengthy and costly procedures. It was reinvented and everyone believed in it!
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So far, we were describing an imaginary land, called FARLAND. Of course, it is the dream of every ex-
change and development project to fulÞ l a crucial role at a turning point in history. With the risk of over-
estimating our role, we think that the network project ‘FARLAND’ has played an important role in the past 
few years. 

Professionals from seven countries and 11 organizations were brought together. While founding the part-
nership, a very conscious decision was made to involve partners from di! erent parts of Europe and apply 
di! erent types of land development approaches. Land development practice is formed by di! erences 
in geography, climate, population density, welfare status and institutional setting. Apparent di! erences 
between the approaches raised our curiosity over how and to what extent can organisations learn from 
each other. 

Partners on the one hand were oriented by the mix of policy and implementation, and by research and
development on the other hand. This raised expectations of cross fertilisation for learning and develop-
ment and we managed to learn to use a common language and we stimulated the upgrading of policies.

The essence of FARLAND is a thorough assessment of good practices and approaches. These were analy-
sed in six regional study tours. The studied projects range from the northern Karst region of Lithuania 
down to the irrigated land of Mondego valley in Portugal. Additionally, 20 Technical Exchange Visits gave 
us the opportunity to analyse and discuss what was investigated and experienced. The central theme was 
always the land development approach. 

Land development in FARLAND is deÞ ned as a public task for adapting the nature and the location of land 
use and land ownership for the sake of public as well as private objectives. To achieve this, a set of legal 
and informal land related instruments are used. 

Land development deals with a broad range of topics. Hungary, for example, is studying the opportuni-
ties to use ‘land development’ for controlling and mitigating the e! ects of ß ooding problems along the 
Danube and Tisza rivers. Lithuania is using it to address the small-scale structure of post-communist 
land use reality. North Rhine - Westphalia is using the approach to introduce multi-objective projects, for
example to Þ t in big infrastructure projects in the landscape or to reconvert brown coal mining areas. The 
Netherlands uses land development to balance metropolitan development with objectives to keep rural 
areas viable and attractive. The situation is the same in Flanders, where a strong bottom-up approach is 
combined with concepts of regional identity. In some of the remote Galician mountains, land develop-
ment facilitates strong community involvement and a better balancing of agricultural and other forms 
of regional development. Portugal in turn has shown that land development can optimise investments 
in irrigated agricultural areas. A whole village was removed and ‘reinvented’ via land development in the 
broader regional development programme of the Alqueva dam in Alentejo region. All these examples 
were submitted to a process of review, analysis and joint learning in order to improve policies. 
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The results of our teamwork are documented in this book.
The book has two main parts. The Þ rst part deals with policies and approaches and it reß ects the main 
output of the process of reviewing, learning and developing.

Chapter 1 shows the current state-of-the-art methods in our partner countries. It describes how agricul-
tural sector approaches have evolved and how they have broadened to current policies and instruments. 

Chapter 2 focuses on innovation as the basis for this continuous evolution of policies. By illustrating how 
innovations take place, we hope to stimulate professionals to engage more explicitly in experiments re-
lated to policy development. 

Chapter 3 investigates whether we are heading to one common approach. By looking at the issues at 
stake, the main challenges for future land development are made clear. This part also illustrates how the 
FARLAND partners are preparing for the future by highlighting the common directions in learning and
development. Examples from the di! erent countries show how these developments will be put in prac-
tice. 

Chapter 4 answers the question: ‘Are we heading towards a common approach?’ It draws conclusions 
regarding the added value of FARLAND and it sketches our common challenges. 

The second part deals with people and places. Since we believe in ‘living case studies’, a selection of 18 
remarkable and stimulating projects are documented in this part of the book, hoping to inspire other 
projects. 

We hope that policy makers across Europe will recognise the added value of land development instru-
ments in broad territorial planning and will use the Þ ndings to improve the living and working conditions 
in rural areas. Proper (re-) formulations of strategies and frameworks are needed in the di! erent coun-
tries, regions and at the EU level in order to gain the full beneÞ ts of land development. We believe that 
European regions will become more prosperous and dynamic if they do so.

The enthusiasm and drive of the FARLAND network is heart-warming. All European projects would suc-
ceed if the people involved would be like ‘our group’ of motivated and culturally sensitive professionals. 
In our FARLAND, there are no borders, and cultural di! erences are merely subjects of conversation at the 
diner table. We consider this as a major outcome in itself.

On behalf of the whole FARLAND team, we wish you a lot of pleasure and inspiration while reading the 
book!

           Frank van Holst             Joachim Thomas

 Project manager FARLAND         Chairman FARLAND steering committee
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1.1.1   INTRODUCTION

The following paragraphs will give an overview of what’s cooking in land development across FARLAND 
countries and present the state-of-the-art of land development. The FARLAND Kitchen has both di! er-
ent and similar ingredients, recent past and future challenges, and the partners together conÞ gure a rich 
menu of land development situations across Europe. The intention of evolving and upgrading land deve-
lopment practices for the future is an element that unites FARLAND partners in a homogeneous ß avour.

But Þ rst let’s introduce land development as an implementation approach to realise the objectives of
regional and rural development policies within the spatial planning scheme. The essence of the relation-
ship between the spatial dimension of land use and property rights is shown in the ‘onion ring’ Þ gure 
below (Figure 1). 

Spatial planning regulates the functions of the land at national, provincial and municipal level. Typical 
functions indicated in a spatial plan include residential areas, business areas, infrastructure, agricultural 
areas, forests and natural reserves. A spatial plan sets the legal framework for activities in certain areas; 
these plans are usually not development programs.

Activities of economically oriented regional development involve the development of strong economic 
sectors, the revival of city centres; the extension of residential areas; the creation of new commercial cen-
tres; the construction of highways and regional roads; harbour extensions; and the creation of infrastruc-
ture for energy production (like dams, pipelines), etc. Within this context, rural development policies focus 
on less densely populated areas1 acting on the local level and scale. Thus, rural regional development is 
not only about general economic and social development but also the strengthening of the countryside. 

Both regional and rural development policies use di! erent implementation approaches and several kinds 
of physical activities. These activities also have to deal with the spatial dimension of land use and property 
rights. In this case, the activities are usually known as land development, a term that can have di! erent 
meanings according to, for example, the legal system of a country, the width of the sectors involved, the 
speciÞ c physical and social circumstances that have to be taken into account, or the organisational setting 
in which projects are implemented. 

Land development projects can be very broad, i.e. extended to many functions and sectors, or more nar-
row, dealing with one or a few speciÞ c functions, such as agriculture or nature. Projects can also be legally 
based or voluntary. Land consolidation is a more speciÞ c form of land development, i.e. mainly focused on 
the exchange of land to improve the structure of agriculture. 

1 The o#  cial OECD norm to call an area a rural area is <150 inhabitants / km2 but many countries use a broader interpretation and consider the 
‘countryside’ in general to be rural areas as well.

Land
Development

Rural
Development

Regional
Development

Spatial
Development

Figure 1 – The relation between land development and spatial development
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Land development instruments arrange the land structure and ownership in an interactive way, protect-
ing legal rights. By combining di! erent tools, such as buying and selling land, exchange of land between 
di! erent owners and users, construction of facilities, etc., land development makes sure that land is re-
arranged in a qualitatively high and cost-e! ective way in order to provide better conditions for existing 
functions and to ensure the availability of land for new functions. 

Thus, land development implements regional and rural development measures in a speciÞ c site under the 
spatial planning scheme. This process also contains the actual construction of new infrastructure, land-
scape elements etc., although it concerns mainly the more simple facilities of local use. 

In large regional or national development projects, land development is involved directly in construc-
tion activities (e.g. highways, dams, residential areas) rearranging land use and coordinating small-scale
activities in the surrounding area (e.g. compensation activities).

The chapter starts with a review of the main characteristics and trends of rural areas that frame land 
development activities, then the di! erent instruments that are being used by FARLAND partners are pre-
sented and described. 

Within the array of land development instruments, land consolidation is the point of departure as it has a 
long-standing tradition and importance in most of the countries, and its implementation is the immediate 
goal in the others. Then the scope is broadened in order to get a more complete overview of land develop-
ment systems that are mostly applied simultaneously to optimise their e! ectiveness.

The land development related organisational and operational frameworks of various countries are also 
compared, paying special attention to the stakeholders involved and the allocation of responsibilities. 
The position of land development with regard to spatial policies is brieß y treated as well. The Þ nal section, 
with the conclusions, introduces the next chapters. 

1.1.2   WHAT’S GOING ON?

What is the object of land development instruments? What are the nature and the distribution of land use 
and land ownership in the rural areas of the FARLAND countries? 

In other words, the interaction between people and land, the social, economical and environmental cir-
cumstances that shape land tenure and land development practices play a very important role. Since these 
circumstances change and vary, land development approaches should adapt (Magel 2000). Depending on 
the di! erent stages of regional development in the course of time either the relationship between society 
and its land is dynamic (Steudler et al. 2004) or the idea of land and land ownership itself varies (Bromley 
2006). 

Thus, the adaptation of land development instruments is an ongoing and continuous process. In Magel 
and Wehrmann’s words: “as long as there are people, land remains of essential importance” (Magel and 
Wehrmann 2006). In the following paragraphs numerous examples of this will be presented.

What are the main driving forces that trigger the dynamics of the adaptation process? Presented below 
are some simple variables that can give us a general overview of the multicoloured picture.  

1.1.2.1   Population and Space: Managing the Rural Ambiguity
When trying to characterise the social and economic circumstances in rural areas, one of the Þ rst indica-
tors that come to mind is population density, a factor that determines the level of pressure over land at
regional level. Population density gives an idea of the general balance between resources and necessities. 

The di! erences are considerable among the FARLAND partners (Table 1). Moreover, in some countries 
the distribution of the population is unbalanced and most people concentrate in urban areas. This causes 
population densities in numerous rural areas to be even lower than average, with numbers well below 25 
inhabitants per km2. 



The perception of “rural” can be very di! erent. Flemish people, for example, perceive an area as rural 
when it is under 600 inhabitants per km2 (Lenders et al. 2005). Compared to other FARLAND regions, and 
considering the OECD (OECD 1994) deÞ nition of rural areas, it could be said that no rural areas appear 
in Flanders and in The Netherlands, only very few in North Rhine - Westphalia (NRW), while Lithuania is 
almost totally rural. Urbanisation issues are of great importance as driving forces for rural change in such 
areas.

As the residential, industrial and infrastructural sectors grow by consuming rural land, their integration 
from landscape, ecological, and cultural aspects demands the attention of land development instruments. 
Rural areas become increasingly urbanised and when the so-called artiÞ cial surfaces reach 25% of the 
country or more - as it happens in Flanders - the distinction between urban and rural becomes negligible. 
This is linked to the expansion of infrastructures such as roads or railways. 

The Þ gures in Table 1 show the di! erences between the FARLAND partners. For instance, in The Nether-
lands or NRW the infrastructure network density is four times that of Lithuania. This may not only cause 
the loss of agricultural or natural land, but the consequences can also be manifold: it creates a process 
that inß uences economic, social and environmental issues and calls for a systematic (land development) 
approach. 

In the case of new infrastructures or urban developments, mitigation and compensation measures from 
agricultural, social and environmental points of view receive increasing attention. The objective is to main-
tain the quality of the a! ected area. Sometimes land development is not prompted by compensation but 
by the need for direct participation with a view to balancing spatial functions. Usually the traditional rural 
activity, agriculture, provides the matrix where this dialogue ß ows, both maintaining its raison d’être and 
increasingly being the joker of the play. 

When space is such a scarce resource, the pieces of the puzzle become smaller and must be carefully Þ t-
ted. Thus, the importance of the urban-rural relationship and the role of land development instruments, 
among other land management activities, in achieving the right and mutual valuable balance of spatial 
developments are increasingly recognised (Magel 2004). The most densely populated FARLAND regions 
are good examples of this.

This situation of strong pressure and competition among land uses and functions that damage the quality 
of the countryside contrasts with some rural areas of Portugal, Lithuania or Galicia. There, the pheno-
menon of land abandonment or ‘lack of management’ also appears, linked sometimes to signiÞ cant
depopulation trends mainly in inland areas. This is often accompanied by the relatively lower develop-
ment rate of facilities and infrastructures in the most eastern or southern FARLAND partners. 

For this group of countries, landscape and nature are not the key objective of land development, although 
they frame all activities. The objective here instead is to provide a proper standard for rural infrastructure, 
facilities and services. These very di! erent situations, pressure and depression, are both objects of land 
development practices. 

So, the deÞ nition and perception of what is an agrarian area or an urbanised landscape are clearly condi-
tioned by various factors that are in a permanent and dynamic evolution. Additionally, the importance in 
terms of surface of each type of landscape varies among the FARLAND countries (Table 1), determining 
its relative value and subsequently the focus of the main instruments and actions. 

The little patches of ‘natural’ areas make the landscapes comparatively more valuable, e.g. in The Nether-
lands, and in relative terms, farmland in Portugal. These circumstances dictate the types of goods and ser-
vices that are needed. The more pressure over land, the more frequent are the land use conß icts and more 
pressing is the need for integrated approaches that bring joint solutions for all the sectors involved. 
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1.1.2.2   An Old Marriage: Agriculture and Land Tenure
Diversity in land use and tenure is considerable. Even among the countries with most fragmented real 
estate property, the di! erences go from the extreme situation of 2 ha in average per holding in Galicia to 
the almost 7 ha in Lithuania. Apart from this, property rights are often not clear due to the lack of a proper 
land administration system (register or cadastre), a situation that some countries, such as Galicia and 
Lithuania, aim to improve by land development projects. 

Ownership fragmentation also a! ects agro-forestry activities, and farm structures remain unsuitable when 
there is a signiÞ cant proportion of units with uneconomical dimensions and fragmented land. Though 
property fragmentation in rural areas is high in most countries, farm sizes di! er widely, from less than 10 
ha in average in Portugal or Galicia to almost 30 ha in NRW. One of the reasons is the high tenure rate that 
helps coping with the fragmentation problem, especially in Flanders, which has the highest percentage in 
Europe with almost 70% of leased land in farms.
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Table 1
A: Eurostat, various years and own elaboration; B: European Environmental Agency, 2006; C: © ESPON Data-
base, 2006
FL: Flanders; NRW: North Rhine-Westphalia; NL: The Netherlands; PT: Portugal; GC: Galicia; LT: Lithuania; HU: 
Hungary
1: related to inland surfaces (excluding big water bodies)



Lithuania and Hungary are both dealing with ‘market readjustment’. In their case, the adaptation of for-
mer state production units is the history behind current challenges. The privatisation of state land and the 
restitution of private property during the 1990s lead to strong ownership fragmentation and resulted in a 
dual situation. 

On the one hand, there are big cooperatives/enterprises that are managing the land for a large number 
of owners. After restitution many owners who have ‘lost’ contact with their land prefer letting the land to 
be managed by these entities. On the other hand, there is a huge number of small to very small farmers 
who are just able to do subsistence farming (Thomas 2006b). The problem is that farm structure with few 
big farms and many small ones is responsible for the diminishing medium farm size. For example, less 
than 2% of the farms hold almost 35% of the agricultural land in Lithuania and 70% in Hungary (Eurostat 
2005).

Galicia and Portugal, facing urban migration processes and farm closures, have one of the lowest lease 
rates in Europe. Although many farms stop their farming activities, the land is neither sold nor rented 
afterwards. This means that improving agrarian structures is still an important challenge for land devel-
opment instruments in these countries. Moreover, the agricultural sector is still more important there in 
terms of employment (17% in Lithuania and less than 2% in NRW and its neighbouring countries). 

The lowest proportions of farmland (Galicia, Portugal) are linked in some cases to abandoned land that 
also triggers the adaptation of land development approaches. It is interesting how two very distinct his-
toric patterns, Galicia-North Portugal vs. Lithuania-Hungary, have resulted in a similar situation in terms 
of ownership fragmentation. Land abandonment that is present in both cases, shows the problems of 
adapting to new socio-economic requirements.

1.1.2.3   More Facts to be Considered
A number of new land development tasks in relation to the agricultural sector have appeared, in some 
cases as a result of past strategies that stimulated excessive land use intensiÞ cation (e.g. the measures 
conducted to Þ ght against water pollution or soil erosion in The Netherlands). 

In the densely populated FARLAND regions land development practices pay attention primarily to the 
economic diversiÞ cation of farms, the generation of new sources of income in rural areas, and the en-
hancement of rural living conditions - objectives that are becoming typical to new rural development 
strategies across Europe. Since this process calls for bottom-up approaches pursuing to reinforce rural 
vitality and individual entrepreneurship, decentralisation is seen as an important principle. 
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The adaptation or preservation of farming systems for delivering environmental services is an increasingly 
important issue. Like most of Europe, the landscapes of the FARLAND countries have been fully shaped 
by the human hand, including current areas with high biodiversity and important cultural values, often 
linked to traditional agricultural or forestry activities. For instance, a particular livestock system is fun-
damental for preserving wetlands and meadows for important bird populations in The Netherlands and 
Flanders. In the Natura 2000 mountainous areas of Galicia and NRW, the high diversity of plant species is 
maintained by the grazing of free cattle. 

Whereas these examples show quite diversity in the intensity of human intervention, the role that land 
development has (or has had) in that realm is also di! erent. In some cases, its role goes beyond adapting 
farming systems, as it focuses directly on the improvement of natural areas and/or the implementation of 
ecological networks and natural corridors. Flanders and The Netherlands are clear examples of this. The 
shift of perspectives from agriculture to nature is framed by the Natura 2000 Programme, the implemen-
tation of which, together with the Water Framework Directive, is a topical goal throughout Europe.

But environmental aspects are not limited to the preservation and management of natural values.
The so-called ’environmental risks or hazards’ also shape and push land development instruments. Flood-
ing in The Netherlands and Hungary, forest Þ res in Galicia and Portugal, or the recent storm in NRW are 
examples of the environmental hazards. 

Without a doubt, climate change will increase the need of these considerations as well as trigger the
demand for a new and strategic function of rural land, i.e. providing renewable (bio-)energy. This new 
function is competing for the often already overburdened space.

1.1.3.   THE KALEIDOSCOPE OF SOLUTIONS

A notable barrier in reviews of this kind is the language. A crucial challenge when performing compari-
sons is to clarify the applied terminology. Land Development action was introduced in the Þ rst section 
as adapting the nature and the location of land use and land ownership for the sake of di! erent kinds of 
public as well as private objectives. In a more precise deÞ nition, Land Development covers all ‘land refer-
ring’ measures which aim at the main goal of improving living and working conditions in the rural sector 
(Thomas 2006a), taking into account the many di! erent perspectives that the meaning of the rural sector 
has.

A broad variety of instruments and/or single measures Þ t into this approach, providing many ways by 
which governments can operate. Moreover, there is quite some diversity in how land development sys-
tems are organised among the FARLAND countries and the list of land development instruments is grow-
ing. 

1.1.3.1   A Multicoloured Fan: Land Development
Within the array of measures and instruments, one of the most important and powerful land development 
tools of the last decades in Europe has been land consolidation (Thomas 2006c). This is also true for the 
main part of the FARLAND countries. Apart from Hungary, one or more land consolidation instruments 
based on a special legal framework are present in each region, ranging from the long German tradition to 
the young but determined Lithuanian practice. 

Land consolidation is mainly understood as concerning parcel reallocation and typically being executed 
in a project-framework according to a procedure that is deÞ ned by law (van Dijk 2006). In essence, land 
consolidation is a mix of ‘agrarian physical planning’ and ‘statutory land readjustment’ (Thomas 1995). 

Parcel readjustment and reallocation involves the exchange of private ownership of spatially dispersed 
fragments of land. This land readjustment component is the key for achieving the planning objectives 
pursued by all land consolidation projects (see i.e. Sonnenberg 1996 and Thomas 2006d). Regularly,
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it provides a compulsory mechanism, although Lithuania, due to the events from the recent past, imple-
ments the reallotment of parcels only on a voluntary and contractual basis.

‘Agrarian physical planning’ is focussed on improving production and working conditions and increasingly 
on promoting the general use and development of land. The area in question has to be rearranged and 
scattered or uneconomically shaped parcels have to be consolidated to meet modern managerial require-
ments and to obtain units of a more favourable location, shape and size.

The deÞ nition of land consolidation requires caution because the bundle of measures or mechanisms that 
the instrument includes, apart from the readjustment component, can vary from one country to another 
and from project to project, thus determining its real ‘power’ as an area-speciÞ c instrument. If we consider 
all FARLAND regions, the complete list of measures that are contemplated is quite long, but a comparison 
between other countries shows the same diversity (Vitikainen 2004). In general terms, all laws basically 
allow a broad range of action. Frequently, various types of land consolidation instruments are present 
in each country, varying from legally based, comprehensive instruments to more simpliÞ ed, voluntary
approaches, such as voluntary parcel exchange.

According to the objectives and rural situation as described previously, Flanders, NRW and The Nether-
lands have the most evolved instruments. These countries present a certain extension from traditional 
operations, moving from the agro-forestry sector and basic rural infrastructure to measures within en-
vironmental, landscape or rural competitiveness realms both with private as well as public objectives. In 
this scenario the land consolidation area is reshaped with due regard for the landscape structure, to serve 
the interests of all the parties concerned and not only some of the sectors involved (agriculture, forestry, 
etc.). Thus, actions for the development of recreational areas or paths for the protection and development 
of nature areas, like placing tourist infrastructure (signs, posters, etc.), or measures for the enhancement 
of the landscape (trees, hedges, etc.) and of the quality of village conditions (tra#  c, public areas) are all 
part of the land consolidation project. Such trends can be found in other countries as well, such as France 
(Derlich 2002), Denmark (Eskildsen 2002) or Finland (Uimonen 2004) due to a similar evolution of socio-
economic and environmental demands.
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‘Traditional’ measures remain topical issues for the eastern and southern partners, partly due to the dif-
ferent levels of agriculture and rural development. Lithuanian operations try to focus on improving the 
deÞ cient parcel structure, upgrading the average farm size and establishing basic rural road networks. 
But environment and landscape considerations need also be involved in order to work with an integrated 
approach from the beginning.

In Portugal land consolidation projects that are initiated and developed by the State are mainly imple-
mented in fertile valleys in close connection to irrigation systems, an aspect that makes the projects more 
attractive to farmers and obtains a better cost/beneÞ t ratio, but has reduced impact in the rural areas that 
are not included. In these areas, the projects are quite specialised and - apart from those related to parcel 
restructuring and road (re)construction - works for soil improvement (e.g. levelling), irrigation, and drain-
age infrastructures are very important. Up to now, Galician land consolidation projects are not so much 
oriented to productive agricultural areas and they often have a low cost-beneÞ t ratio in economical terms 
but look for social proÞ ts. 

1.1.3.2   The Specialisation of the Crew 
Although land consolidation provides the measures and legal support for some of the non-agricultural 
actions, a number of specialised instruments emerged such as Land Development for Nature in Flanders 
for ‘the protection, recovery, management and development of nature and the natural environment’ and 
Village Renewal in North Rhine-Westphalia that aims at ‘working against the negative e! ects caused 
by structural change in rural areas’, pursuing new uses, functions, and habitability for small villages. 

Land Development for Nature, a speciÞ c instrument shows land development as useful to reach other
objectives and other customers, i.e. be more integrated. This is a pre-set objective, being a strategic guide-
line with a new instrument rather than an operational behaviour of an older instrument that was thought 
to serve agriculture only. In Germany this goal is integrated in the federal Land Consolidation Act. 

Both Portugal and Galicia have recently developed speciÞ c tools for dealing with their extreme fragmen-
tation. Consolidation of parcels is not su#  cient for very small farms. To achieve proper management, 
farms need to be made bigger. Two new instruments are being developed to deal with fragmentation: 
the Portuguese Forest Intervention Zones (FIZ) and the Galician Forest Management Units (FMU), aim-
ing to establish common management of parcels owned by di! erent people. They are designed to deal 
with many small private properties and to set up, compulsorily under certain circumstances, a common 
management – a task fulÞ lled by a new association of owners through its executive board. Both the above 
mentioned instruments have legal foundations and are specially targeted to forest areas that are impor-
tant in terms of surface and environmentally sensitive in terms of Þ re risk. Land development appears to 
evolve according to rural challenges.

A similar possibility, but for common lands, appears in NRW. In order to improve the management of forest
cooperatives, the Law on Community Forest allows the merging of existing cooperatives either in co-own-
ership by fractional shares or in joint ownership. On the basis of the Land Consolidation Act, cooperatives 
are adjusted to the actual economic need.

Additionally, a particular land consolidation approach has been used in Germany for the past 70 years in 
order to prevent disadvantages for the agricultural structure that occur due to big public infrastructure 
projects and to make available the needed land for the implementation of the project. This legally regu-
lated approach is normally applied by projects of tra#  c infrastructure and projects of ß ood protection 
- where it is permissible to acquire land by compulsory purchase (Thomas 2004).

Hungary, which has not implemented a legal base yet for land consolidation, presents on the other hand, 
a highly developed system of agro-environment measures with more than 80 varieties. This shows an 
approach based on inß uencing land use behaviour more through an economic incentive than through 
modifying land ownership. 



The most far-reaching approach in land development is applied in The Netherlands. In peri-urban and 
metropolitan areas, the Government Service for Land and Water Management (DLG) is acting as ‘agent’ 
(investor and project developer) in public-private cooperation that are responsible for planning, Þ nanc-
ing and implementation. Based on its skills in land management, its professionalism in rural issues and 
its position as a state/provincial agency, DLG is developing recreational projects and is also involved in 
residential developments.

1.1.3.3   Is Land Banking the ‘Richest’ Instrument?
The activity of some of the instruments mentioned above involves the purchase of land by the land devel-
opment agencies. Indeed, land banking is developed in most of the FARLAND regions, and The Nether-
lands for instance is one of the most recognised examples in Europe (van Dijk and Kopeva 2006). 

Originally concerned with enlarging farm sizes, land banking today focuses more on acquiring and de-
veloping land for public purposes, such as nature conservation in The Netherlands. The compensation 
approach, both social and environmental, in case of new infrastructures is highlighted in North Rhine-
Westphalia (NRW) and in Flanders, where a decree on land banking was adopted in 2006 after some years 
of gaining experience in projects on a contract base. 

Nevertheless, increasing farmland mobility is still the main purpose for the new land bank in Galicia, 
launched in 2007. This initiative is based on rental mechanisms instead of purchase and selling - given 
the shortages in funding and the social value of property. Improving the agricultural structure is also the 
objective for the Portuguese land bank.

In NRW and Portugal land banking activities are mainly carried out within land consolidation projects 
while in The Netherlands, Flanders and Galicia land banking has operational independence.

1.1.4   HOW IT WORKS?

1.1.4.1   Width of the Law, Width of Practice
From the possible bundle of measures present within the law, often only a selection is actually applied in 
concrete projects as the demand for these measures is decreasing (e.g. ‘traditional’ ones in the case of the 
central partners, or ‘new’ ones in some of the others). Sometimes tradition keeps measures away from 
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land consolidation practice, as in the case of Galicia, where the law prescribes the use of land consolida-
tion in case of construction of big infrastructures, but it has never been used. Often the reason is the lack 
of funding that, for instance, prevents Lithuania from extending infrastructure programmes within land 
consolidation.

Measures present within the land consolidation instrument in one country could be implemented either 
as single measures or under the umbrella of other land development instruments in other countries. The 
relation between the programs and the Þ nal objectives is not a direct one. In fact, this happens in most 
countries, but with varying intensity. Comparing Flanders for instance with Portugal, the former may
reß ect a more structured way of action. 

The approach with a complete set of measures facilitates an integrated implementation of tasks at the 
project level and therefore also at the area level. Despite being a possibility for the coordination of sepa-
rate and independent measures, this has not been the reality in Portugal or Galicia, and it is still a chal-
lenge for Lithuania and Hungary. In the latter countries, with the most ‘simple’ instrument available only, 
coping with fragmentation (i.e. voluntary parcel exchange) and integration at project level would require 
the complicated coordination of multiple single measures. One of the reasons is that each of the measures 
may have its own regulation that makes it di#  cult to include it in a multi-objective project. On the other 
hand, the opportunities to be more ß exible and adaptable would increase with measures independent 
from each other and with no sector-oriented tools. 

1.1.4.2   Who is Who, Doing What?

The relationship between integration and ß exibility appears strongly during the actual performance of 
the land development practice. The process has a lot to do with agents involved and the relationships 
between them, and also with the division of tasks and responsibilities. 

Diversity and similarity appear again from the Þ ndings. Within the FARLAND project three situations
relating to the responsible institution have been identiÞ ed. In the case of Lithuania and The Netherlands, 
the main body responsible is an institution not primarily specialised in land development, i.e. the County 
and Province respectively. In Portugal and Galicia land development is carried out by specialised services 
within departments of the agriculture and/or forestry ministries. In the case of Flanders and NRW there 
are specialised and not sector-oriented agencies: the Flemish Land Agency and the Upper Land Consolida-
tion Authority in NRW. 

The Þ rst and the last options provide the most promising environment to achieve integrated solutions, 
although the Þ rst could lack technical and managerial capacities. But in both The Netherlands and Lithu-
ania, support agencies exist: the Government Service for Land and Water Management and the National 
Land Service respectively. 

The trend seems to be decentralisation in terms of government involvement, transferring more decision-
making responsibilities to the Provinces in The Netherlands and to the Municipalities in Lithuania. In 
Galicia and NRW the main responsibilities are moving towards the local o#  ces of policy implementing 
agencies. In Portugal the initiative can be equally taken by the State, by municipalities or by farmer’s as-
sociations. What all partners have in common is the insight that land development and land consolidation 
are state tasks that can not be left to the private sector. 

Private companies play an important role in the implementation of land development activities and take 
over much of detailed work. The plan preparation phase is done in most cases by the public agency, al-
though some parts may be assigned to private companies. In Galicia even the complete plan design is 
made by hired labour. In Portugal all options are available and all phases can be carried out by the state, 
municipalities, farmer’s associations and private companies. The participation of other groups during this 
step is more extended in Flanders, The Netherlands and in NRW, where institutions of public interest and 
NGOs have a strong position. 
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In the case of Portugal, Galicia and Lithuania, an important e! ort of surveying is needed to clarify the 
property rights and parcel boundaries as in many cases there is no previous information available due to 
insu#  cient performance of land administration systems (land registry and cadastre). In general, valuation 
of land is made with the participation of the implementation agency and local stakeholders (Board of 
body of participants, land consolidation commission, etc.) and with the support of experts in some cases 
(NRW). Normally the method follows the lasting gains, sometimes the market value, except in The Neth-
erlands, where the surface basis is the reference now.

The transition from the planning phase to work execution is quite marked, although the possibility to split 
up the plan according to di! erent topics and execute them separately does occur. Participation of di! er-
ent partners is also translated in co-Þ nancing in Flanders, NRW and The Netherlands, the latter being the 
country with broader possibilities for public-private cooperation. In all of these countries the owners would 
share a small part of the total costs, something that does not occur in Lithuania, Portugal or Galicia. 

Finally, in Portugal a farmers’ association responsible for the maintenance of the rural infrastructures has 
to be created after the conclusion of the project. This could be also the case in NRW for the Body of par-
ticipants. In Flanders and The Netherlands agreements with NGOs are most common.

1.1.4.3   Listen to Me! Connecting with Local Stakeholders
How do the other stakeholders engage in the process? Decentralisation processes also go from public to 
private and not only from higher to lower administrative levels. In the new Dutch legal framework – com-
ing from the former program driven situation – almost everyone can make a request for a land develop-
ment project and, although the Province has the last word, almost all phases along implementation could 
be performed by a broad range of public and private partners from various sectors. 

In Flanders, the request for initiation depends on the instrument. Although established governmental
organisations have in general the main role with possibilities for owners and farmers (only in case of land 
consolidation), the new demand driven approach opens the possibility of initiation to everyone. 

The situation in NRW is a bit di! erent. The Upper Land Consolidation Authority, mainly through the local 
authorities, is the body responsible for deÞ ning new possible projects as well as their suitability, based on 
conclusive and convincing concepts. Nevertheless, owners, farmers, municipalities, etc. have the oppor-
tunity to give opinions and requests during the preparation and implementation phases. A similar model 
of planning and implementation appears in government initiative projects in Portugal. 
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In Lithuania, because of the pilot character, the process must be demand-driven with all the responsibili-
ties and tasks fulÞ lled by the Province. Here, the agreement of the owners is always needed. 

But there are also opposite movements. The Galician government that in practice applied a demand-dri-
ven approach with municipalities, farmers, and owners as main requesters, seems now to deviate a bit 
from that system to a more top-down approach. Moreover, the new instrument for land use reorgani-
sation in Galicia (FMU) represents a stronger kind of government intervention compared to the described 
trends in land development.

Associated with the encouragement of bottom-up initiatives, new operational strategies, as promotion 
and publicising emerge and communication actions become of great importance (i.e. for the VLM, DLG 
and NLS). The implementation agencies that are instrument-oriented develop these activities in order to 
make themselves recognisable to potential customers and to maintain awareness regarding land deve-
lopment practices. This attitude is also considered important for carrying out integrated projects.

In regions like Flanders or NRW, where so many actors play an important role, exerting pressure over land 
use and providing di! erent kind of goods, services and also ‘troubles’, a broader consensus is needed for 
implementing projects. This is accompanied by more developed grassroots organisations that not only 
have the capability to ’manage’ new responsibilities but are also actively exercising them.  Good examples 
for this are the important nature NGOs. 

Considering the land development projects, in some cases the agreement of the majority of owners is 
needed to proceed (i.e. Portugal) and in others a governmental decision is enough (i.e. NRW). Neverthe-
less, projects go on very rarely without at least a minimum of owners’ support. Public participation at all 
levels is an increasingly fundamental requirement. 

Sometimes the need for participation causes established committees, boards, etc. (constituted in order to 
gather di! erent opinions) to result in an inadequate composition relating to the main objectives or mea-
sures accomplished by the project. Such a Þ xed composition is present for example in Galicia or Flanders 
while in Portugal it can be modiÞ ed according to implementation and planning needs.
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1.1.5   WHICH ROLE IN WHICH PLAY?

The way land development is integrated within ‘the rural development and/or spatial planning framework 
di! ers in the FARLAND partner countries. NRW has introduced the ’ILEK’ (Integriertes ländliches Entwick-
lungskonzept - Integrated Rural Development Strategy), that is elaborated in a separate process, apart 
from the more traditional land development instruments. The basic idea of ILEK is that it guides all land 
development actions in a coordinated way, together with other rural development measures and with an 
integrated territorial view for a speciÞ c area. 

Given that its elaboration follows a bottom-up approach, this is also an example of decentralisation. In 
addition, land development practices are considered to be special spatial plans that facilitate the imple-
mentation of the country spatial planning system, either at municipal, district or state level. Thus, land 
development activities have to take into consideration all these administrative levels. 

Similarly, the Lithuanian system recognises and considers land consolidation explicitly as territorial plan-
ning within spatial planning legislation, and municipal master plans are the basis for its implementation. 
Currently, master plans for the regions and municipalities are not developed and approved, which is a big 
obstacle for land consolidation. 

Such a clear, legally based relation does not exist in the new Dutch approach and the interaction between 
spatial planning and land development is dealt with in a more practical way. As in Flanders, land develop-
ment projects are based on the existing zoning plans. In principle, land development cannot change these 
zoning plans, but a zoning revision process may interweave with the preparation of a land development 
plan, and the other way around.

The situation in Portugal and Galicia di! ers, partly due to the distinct planning traditions. In both cases the 
existence of a municipal master plan is not a prerequisite. Portuguese land development focuses strongly 
on agricultural areas. In the case of Galicia, quite some conß icts appeared during recent years, result-
ing from the vague relation between land consolidation and the spatial planning framework, mainly in 
rural villages. The reason is that land consolidation plans include a land use plan that must be taken into
account when developing or modifying municipal zoning plans.

1.1.6   SOME FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Land development practices are broad and diverse throughout the FARLAND partners. These practices 
are not static and continue to evolve. Thus, land development is the answer of a state to permanently 
ongoing structural changes in its territory. 

These changes arise as the consequences of general socio-demographic evolution; of dynamic processes 
in the economy; of the manifold claims to the open space; and the demand on land in the urban-rural 
relationship. Within this context, the Þ elds of action of land development refer not only to peripheral rural 
areas but also to the catchment areas of large cities and agglomerations. More integration is claimed and 
needed when more and incompatible land use activities have to be dealt with. This is also connected to 
how the rural is perceived by the urban and which functions/services have to be provided. The extension 
of metropolitan landscapes force land development practices to innovate and adapt. 

It is clear that land development interventions take place on the basis of the national legal system, the 
background of the respective social value systems, and the institutional framework of the state and
government. These systems and frameworks are changing also depending on the political and social
circumstances. It is clear that these circumstances are dynamic and trigger land use changes. 

These land use changes always have economic, social or environmental components and are strongly 
shaped by property rights structure. But, even taking into account the di! erences, one thought is common:
the way the land development tools of FARLAND partners deal with the spatial dimension of property 
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rights and land use in order to achieve a better solution for some or all of the mentioned components in a 
given area. With more or less depth, land development action complements and negotiates with market 
forces looking for spatial designs more balanced and beneÞ cial for all involved agents.

Currently, the reallocation of administrative powers and responsibilities is guided by decentralisation and 
covers not only the initiation, but also the design, implementation, Þ nancing and maintenance phases of 
land development. In this sense, decentralisation needs a minimum of ‘people-agents’, in terms of both 
quantity and quality. With respect to these trends there are exceptions to the rule and some new instru-
ments, mainly devoted to depressed areas, reinforce governments in rethinking the way they deal with 
property rights in rural areas. In this case, marginal areas also force land development practices to adapt.

In conclusion, adaptation needs di! erent implementation tools, adjusting to the social and economic cir-
cumstances and challenges in the countries/regions concerned. An intelligent application of land deve-
lopment means integrated applied instruments that are ß exibly adjusted to the national/regional/local 
demands. This proves that land development tools do not have a general standard and should not be un-
critically transferred from one region to another. The comparison of the FARLAND partners allows a better 
understanding of this fact and we hope that it enables you to proÞ t from the diversity of others to upgrade 
your own approaches. Part II illustrates this diversity through concrete appealing and useful cases.
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1.2.1   INTRODUCTION

When professionals discuss their work intensively, they share a lot of ideas. A very ordinary approach in 
one context can be part of the solution of a big problem in another. Usually a new approach cannot be 
simply copy-pasted from one context to another. To write this chapter, we asked the seven FARLAND 
partners to describe their own innovative approaches for us. This brought a lot of interesting information 
about new ideas emerging in Land Development all over Europe. But how can a strategy in Lithuania be 
compared with upcoming integrated planning in the Vouga delta in Portugal or to the new Public Private 
Partnership(PPP) in urban rural development in The Netherlands? What can we learn from each other’s 
innovations?

The word “innovation” needs to be deÞ ned Þ rst. A theoretical study has been conducted on the concepts 
of innovation and complexity and their application into planning and land development (§ 2).  Then for the 
seven FARLAND regions 40 innovative approaches have been analysed in the light of the life cycle phase 
of the partners, the level of organisation involved, and the level of the driving force (§ 3). As a next step, 14 
innovations have been studied in depth and described from a complexity perspective searching for com-
mon features (§ 4). Finally some general reß ections are made on cross cultural learning (§ 5).

1.2.2   THEORY

1.2.2.1   Innovation
The Þ rst thing that comes to mind concerning innovation is technical innovation. For example, cars have 
been continuously improving for decades. As a result, they become more reliable, more comfortable and 
safer. The change is not dramatic. However, the Þ rst vacuum cleaner replacing the broom is an example 
of a dramatic change. 

Decades after the discovery of electricity, houses were cleaned 
in a totally new way. The new machine inhaled the dust, while 
before its discovery people had to use physical power. Until this 
break-through in technology, there had even been attempts to 
literally replace physical brushing power with electrical power. 

In daily life, innovation is related to a warm fuzzy feeling of ‘good’, 
‘progressive’ and ‘making things better’. Marketing employs
innovation for ‘innovative solutions’, creating the illusion that the 
advertised product is too complex to characterise in a one-liner. 
Literally, however, the word innovation does not give a qualita-
tive judgment – it only says that it applies a concept that has not 
been applied before, whether for better or for worse. 

Much of what we know about how processes of innovation work 
comes from the manufacturing industry; generating a wide litera-
ture where the words innovation and technology are rarely more 
than one line apart (the journal ‘Technovation’ even merges the 
two words). 

Ayres (1994) describes the process of innovation as non linear in Þ ve phases: technological change starts 
with a “breakthrough” when a new product is developed. Then it is rapidly improved and scaled up. After 
a maturation period the limits of the product become increasingly obvious and a new breakthrough can 
be expected. 

But what if we are not talking about physical products or services, but about complex phenomena like land 
development systems? Let us take a look if the theory on complexity could be of any help. 
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1.2.2.2   Complexity
The meteorologist Lorenz, developing a computer model 
meant to forecast the weather, found that extremely small 
changes in data input could result in dramatic non linear 
changes in the expected weather. Lorenz discovered that 
this dramatic change was not his error or his computer’s, 
but that he had discovered a new system function. 
Gleick (1986) describes that this kind of phenomena
occurs in many scientiÞ c disciplines. This was the begin-
ning of the development of a new knowledge based on 
Complexity Theory.

     Survival landscape (Geldof 2001) 

Due to Prigogine’s hypotheses (Prigogine and Stengers, 1986), science has embraced the view that the 
world is composed of systems sharing a number of qualities. These systems often seem to be in a see-
mingly stable situation. The processes of development within a system continue in a linear way for a long 
time, remaining within the stability of the given attractor. 

Certain developments, even if at the periphery, can lead to instability, causing the system to move. The 
shift is not arbitrary nor unlimited; in a phase of instability there are only a limited number of alternative 
states of equilibrium (‘attractors’) towards which the system may move. The emerging change can be
extreme and often passes o!  chaotically and it is unpredictable what the new stable equilibrium state will be. 

In this chapter the FARLAND experience in innovative practices is placed within the complexity perspec-
tive. The relevance here is that complexity theory is about the dynamics of unstable systems; as are land 
development systems that face constantly changing needs. 

The central focus in complexity theory is on what happens when a system falls apart and has to Þ nd a 
new way of being. The theory was ground-breaking in its plea for acknowledging unpredictability,
acknowledging that ‘each individual action or each local intervention has a collective aspect that can
result in quite unanticipated global changes’. However, ‘the reasons for the ampliÞ cation of a small event 
are a legitimate matter for rational inquiry’. 

In a land development system there are numerous interactions between di! erent groups. For instance 
there are interactions between: 

• Ministries in competition over public money, publishing memorandums, negotiations over ministerial 
colours; 

• Ministries and pressure groups (demonstrations, lobbying, public awareness); 
• Ministries and their executive bodies (waves of reorganisation, budget cuts, decentralisation); 
• Executive bodies and their employees (the discourses the employees prefer, the expertise present);
• Executive bodies and the people in the Þ eld (expressing discontent, suggesting alternative approaches).  
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All such interactions between components of the land development system are in the complexity per-
spective considered to be ß uctuations that can or cannot shatter the pre-existing organisation. The more 
complex a system is, the more numerous are the types of ß uctuations that threaten its stability (Prigogine 
and Stengers, 1984, p. 188). 

The state of the system can di! er from equilibrium to rapid change. In the state of equilibrium the system 
is stable and ß uctuations will be unable to establish themselves and the innovators will not survive. When 
a system, due to all kinds of factors, moves away from the state of equilibrium, ß uctuations determine the 
global outcome. 

Several historic overviews of land development clearly show the subsequent phases and the relative sta-
bility within these (Van Dijk, 2006). During states of equilibrium, path dependencies create only a small 
range of future paths. The range of possible attractors can enlarge suddenly.  A crisis causes a complex 
system to jump from one attractor to a previously unknown attractor, which is one out of many possible 
states of a new equilibrium.

1.2.2.3   Complexity in Planning and Land Development
Innovation in land development is not comparable to technological innovation due to the crucial inß uence 
of planning aspects - like time and culture - on the e! ectiveness of planning instruments. 

De Roo (2007) suggests three kinds of complexity in planning types: simple, complex and very complex. 

• Simple planning is based on a single Þ xed goal and can be executed by the central government. Usu-
ally, the result and the course of the planning process is clear to all participants.

• Complex planning processes have integrated goals and can fulÞ l the needs of more participants and 
participating bodies. In this governance context the result is not clear from the beginning as it is high-
ly dependent on central negotiation processes. Thus, planning has a communicative rationale.

• Very complex planning processes have multiple goals and large networks of participants and partici-
pative bodies are involved. Negotiation is dispersed along the interconnecting networks. The results 
of the planning processes consist of many highly di! erent possibilities. The outcome is unpredictable 
throughout the entire negotiation process as small or marginal events can have major consequences 
on the Þ nal outcome. 

Land development can be classiÞ ed as a complex or very complex system, innovation being inevitably 
unpredictable. 
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Demand Driven Approach (Flanders)
Approaching criticality: The land development practice in Belgium has long been divided in three quite 

isolated legal instruments: nature development, land development, and land consolidation. Although VLM was 

the executive body for all three types, the fi nancial resources came from different divisions within the ministry. 

Therefore, separate programs, planning, working agendas were made for each instrument independently.

Optimisation of workload for the available labour was the main modus. This did not lead to objections, as 

projects passed on at a steady rhythm, leading on the three separate tracks to sometimes impressive results.

In 1999 however, there was a change in government. The new government put a mortuary on new land con-

solidation projects based on the historic negative environmental image of these projects, which had to be 

assessed in detail fi rst. Nature development continued, while no new land consolidation and land develop-

ment projects were initiated. Because there were a lot of procedures running, this did not lead to immediate 

problems. When later on two running projects of land consolidation did not receive ministerial approval for 

execution, the approach of a crisis situation which would break the project rhythm was obvious.

New attractor (fi rst time): The minister responsible for land development asked for an evaluation of the whole 

land development/land consolidation circuit. A working group with VLM and a number of divisions within the 

ministry, lead by the cabinet of the minister, conducted the evaluation.

The debate in the working group was sometimes heated, not at least because the whole administration was in 

a heavy reform phase. Much tension in the discussion originated from the dual feeling that on the one hand, 

VLM had too much executive power, casting a shadow on the working practice of others and on the other 

hand, the possible positive use one could make of this executive power. After much switching between plans 

for optimising old procedures or making new ones, the working group fi nally concluded that a modular law on 

land development would be the most interesting step forward.

Aborted take-off: The proposal was discussed in a commission of the parliament in mid 2002. This period 

was also a time when the public was growing sensitive on governmental interference with the private sphere, 

especially in the case of measures that did not hold direct benefi t for land owners (for instance bicycle paths 

and nature protection and development). The debate culminated in a demonstration in Ghent in may 2003 

where 20.000 people protested against all kinds of government interference in rural activities. It was clear that 

this was not a good time for new legislative actions and logically, the proposal to make a new and modular law 

did not survive and the original legislation remained in place.

New attractor (second time): However, the lessons from the evaluation of the instruments were not lost. VLM 

believed that executive power in the legal framework is good, but rigidity is not. Also, the need for more and 

earlier interaction with citizens was acknowledged. VLM thus investigated the possibilities of making better 

interaction with stakeholders within the framework of the original legislation. Simultaneously there were experi-

ments to conduct projects that did not have to comply to the standard procedures, the so-called STIP-projects 

(“Strategische Inrichtings Projecten”). With the fi ndings of the working groups’ evaluation in mind, a focus 

group of experts debated on possible changes in land development and land consolidation practices and 

concluded that the effectiveness of the established practice should be preserved, but reason in the future 

should depart from the needs of the countryside and not the needs of the land development machine.

Take-off: This conclusion was also laid down in a so-called ministerial letter on land consolidation as instru-

ment for rural development (dated May 25, 2004), and gave VLM and the responsible ministries the green light 

to make this concept operational. The idea was to make a pre-procedure phase, identical for nature develop-

ment, land development and land consolidation, where it would be decided what the best procedure to follow 

was, considering the given problem. Real ‘un-sectorising’ of the separate streams of policy and money proved 

too complicated, however. From fall 2005 onward, every demand for land development action is fi rst presented 

to the minister in an agenda-report, who then decides on further action.



Stabilisation: Unfortunately, the turbulent working context of land development practice did not sedate

immediately. After the 2004 elections, the new government announced serious budget cuts. By then however, 

a steady stream of problems and demands for LD solutions were coming in and the new pre-procedure phase 

gave the minister the responsibility to react. Nowadays, the minister examines which spectrum of needs for LD 

is present in rural areas and starts to actively respond to them.

It is expected, that later on people might call for a well-founded Land development strategy instead of respon-

ding ad hoc to every problem that is fl agged. The shift from people asking attention for problems instead of 

more top down initiation of procedures has made VLM work more interesting already. The agenda-reports 

give VLM a good image in the government because of their deep grounding in society. In 2007 a new assign-

ment came from the responsible minister to prepare a proposal for a modular legislation for land development 

measures and projects.

Coincidences: The same situation would have developed eventually even without the major political shifts 

that started at the end of the ‘90s, but the political turbulences and the subsequent reform of the Flemish 

administration catalysed the process.

Table 1: Level of the innovation 
related to the life cycle phase

1.2.3   INNOVATIONS THROUGHOUT THE FARLAND REGIONS

All partners in the FARLAND project were asked to point out their most innovative examples in terms 
of projects or generic practices. The Þ rst phase in the data collection was to ask FARLAND members to
select practices that are in their own context at the forefront of modern land development. The website of 
the project list all innovative practices that were submitted as a result of the call. About forty innovative 
practices were submitted by the executive bodies using a pre-deÞ ned template. 
In-depth study was prepared on about fourteen of them in order to see if innovations in di! erent countries 
can be compared. 
All submitted innovative practices have been analysed from the point of view of three criteria plus the 
level of the driving force:

• The life cycle phase of the executive body refers to how well the land development practice in a cer-
tain region is established. We distinguished the following phases: starting o! , growing, well-estab-
lished, and state of reinvention. 

• The level where the innovation took place refers to the planning level where the innovation has been 
implemented. We distinguished the following levels: organisations, procedures, and tools or measures.

• The level of driving force refers to the origin of the drive to innovate. We distinguished the following 
levels of origin: the European Union, national governments, regional governments, and bottom up. 

Each pair of criteria shows a certain picture on how the elements relate. For instance: on what levels do 
the innovations submitted by countries from a certain life cycle phase occur? The relations between these 
three criteria are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 

1.2.3.1   Types of Innovation
Innovations at procedural level appear to be the most common. This tends to decline at a starting-o!  
nation (75%) but when a practice passes its growth phase, the procedural level becomes more important 
again (Table 1). 

Organisations - 22% (2) 20% (1) -

Procedures 75% (3) 33% (3) 50% (3) 82% (9)

Measures 25% (1) 44% (4) 40% (2) 18% (2)

Starting of 
f100% (4)

Growing
100% (9)

Well
established 
100% (11)

State of 
reinvention 
100% (11)
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Table 3: Level of the innovation 
related to the level of the driving 
force

Table 2: Level of the driving force 
related to the life cycle phase

1.2.3.2   Driving Forces
With respect to the driving forces behind innovations, the momentum seems to be at lower levels since 
innovative practices have a longer tradition there. In starting-o!  nations innovations have their highest 
share on the upper levels, due to the fact that the planning process has EU and National policies as points 
of reference. National policies also appear to be the main drivers of innovation in the growing practices, 
whereas well established and reinventing practices innovate due to regional and bottom-up reasons (Ta-
ble 2). 

1.2.3.3   Origins of Driver
The levels where innovations occur are most diverse when the regional government is the driver as all 
three levels are present in regionally driven innovations. National driving forces lead to innovations in 
procedures and measures. EU forces appear to generate procedural innovations only (Table 3). 

Vilaverde (Galicia)

Approaching criticality: In the Vilaverde village, as in Galicia at large, ownership of agricultural land is frag-

mented and many parcels have been abandoned as young people leave the villages for the cities. Current 

local agricultural practices are very traditional and have no future. The remaining old population does not have 

the skills or tradition to change the trend. As a consequence, thousands of villages are under the threat of 

abandonment in the near future. 

In Vilaverde only nine families were left, six of them engaged in economic agricultural activities, two of which 

intended to stop work in 2000. Every family had its own properties and the village as a whole had some, badly 

managed common lands. 

New attractor: Antonio from Vilaverde was aware of this negative trend and was afraid of losing his job. A talk 

with a municipality employee gave him the idea of common use of village property. Antonio discussed this idea 

with one of the technicians, who knew about a similar initiative in Asturias, Spain. Antonio, the technician, and 

one person from each family visited two villages where people not only used their own plots but also shared 

one big common plot. 

Antonio contacted the person responsible for the environmental program in the region. He knew him from a 

failed attempt to implement common land use ten years before. Subsequently skeptic, he fi rst made sure that 

there was an economic drive in the families. He grew interested and became willing to help attract subsidies.

EU 50% (2) - - -

National 50% (2) 44% (4) - -

Regional - 22% (2) 40% (2) 73% (3)

Bottom up 33% (3) 20% (1) 274% (9)

Starting o!  
100% (4)

Growing
100% (9)

Well
established 

100% (5)

State of 
reinvention 
100% (11)

Organisations - - 8% (1) 22% (2)

Procedures 100% (2) 33% (2) 58% (7) 78% (7)

Measures - 67% (4) 33% (4) -

EU
100% (2)

National
100% (6)

Regional 
100% (12)

Bottom-up 
100% (9)
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1.2.4   IN%DEPTH STUDY, DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF 14
INNOVATIVE PRACTICES

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the di! erences between the seven FARLAND regions and the
involved partners are substantial. There are big di! erences in the life cycle phase of the regions, the se-
lected innovative approaches take place at very di! erent levels and their driving forces can also di! er 
highly. We studied fourteen projects in-depth and compared them using Complexity Theory. 

1.2.4.1   The Unexpected
Cross-cultural cooperation between FARLAND 
partners was manifold. The Ministry of Rural A! airs
of Galicia, for instance, was very eager on the 
problem of land abandonment and fragmenta-
tion. During the FARLAND Project, however, they 
got inspired by the NRW example of land consoli-
dation as part of large infrastructure works. 

In North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) land consoli-
dation was used to prevent the fragmentation of 
farms, nature areas, and towns as a consequence 
of infrastructure development. In Galicia the only 
tool used in such cases was expropriation, in spite 
of the fact that the use of land consolidation in the 
infrastructure development is available in Galician 
land consolidation law-but it was never used.

Take-off: After discussing several possibilities related to ownership and agricultural practices, they came up 

with a plan for a common farm using all the land. They decided to start a project with new agricultural practices 

but also using the old strong social structure of the village. Today each family owns a share of the joint company, 

both farm-owning families and the other families, so last year,  the fi rst real profi ts were distributed among all of 

them according to their share in the farm. People are now thinking of how to increase the profi t, for example by 

selling meat to consumers directly. 

Stabilising: There is a change in the government and the Ministry of Rural Affairs, which actively promotes 

similar initiatives related to rural development. A new and bigger program is being established and Vilaverde 

is one of the successful examples used to show the possibilities of rural development to other people and 

villages. For a village near Santiago where 300 families came up with more or less the same solution, Vilaverde 

became the roll model. 

At the same time a new government was chosen in Galicia. They set up a new program called Singular Projects 

to invest in rural development projects. For this program Vilaverde was a very important example of a bottom-

up, community based, rural development project. Nowadays, many conferences and visits are organised to 

show the project to the people. The new government is actively promoting these kinds of initiatives.

Coincidences: In Galicia there are thousands of very small villages like Vilaverde. However, a similar situation 

did not occur in any of them. Actually the role of Antonio was crucial: he was aware of comparable problems, 

solutions, and experiences outside Galicia. He was able to fi nd the right people to help the village. As his 

own job was under pressure as well, he acted fast. The responsible for the environmental program had seen 

inspiring projects on international conferences. He knew about a project in New Zealand for example and was 

waiting for a suitable initiative to bring the idea into practice.  
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In another example NRW became very enthusiastic about the Flanders’ approach of quick wins in the 
experimental integrated rural project ‘de Merode’. Here, VLM combined a long-term strategic approach 
with short-term appealing and easily implementable concrete projects. Due to this strategy, people were 
convinced of improvements as a result of the rural development strategy. This idea did not solve a speciÞ c 
NRW problem, nor was it an innovation that NRW was desperately seeking. It just appeared unexpectedly 
and was very promising. 

Learning experiences were unexpected and illuminating but sometimes seemingly obvious linkages
between partners seemed to fail. The meeting on PPP in Groningen (Netherlands), for instance, revealed a 
key di! erence between Belgium and The Netherlands. Despite the similar situation in terms of population 
density and urbanisation, Belgium has scarce building lands - making the successful Dutch PPP processes 
not viable there, thus revealing the critical contextual frame in which the PPP concept can add value.  

1.2.4.2   Methodology
Fourteen in-depth interviews were conducted with the people who were intensively engaged in the
process of innovation. 
The interviews did not have a Þ xed set of questions. 
The issue of the particular innovation was raised and 
the people interviewed added their speciÞ c know-
ledge and insights to the discussions. The research 
was conducted as an investigation that had to Þ nd 
its own way via discussion and reß ection instead of 
the systematic collection of objective data through 
surveys. Grix (2004) and Charmaz (2006) classify this 
as a grounded theoretical approach, using ‘intensive 
interviewing’ for acquiring ‘rich data’. 

Using inside information we made descriptions of 
the innovation process according to the complexity 
theory as developed by Prigogine and others. During 
the interviews we did not focus on the content but on 
the process of innovation. We described the process according to Þ ve aspects: approaching criticality, new 
attractor, take-o! , stabilisation and coincidences (after Prigogine and Stengers). There are four examples 
in the boxes in this chapter. Most of them have been included in this book as appealing cases, so that the 
reader can compare them. 

1.2.4.3   The Composition of Innovations 
Surprisingly, the results of the in-depth interviews showed that all innovations, even if incomparable in 
their content, have the same composition and structure. 

There were always good ideas, at the right moment, within the right context, with the right persons sup-
porting them at the right place. There was often a big external pressure on the organisation responsible 
for land development, which was thus forced to come up with new solutions.

The pressure was exerted by disasters like Þ res and ß ooding, dramatic changes in the political situation 
like new EU directives, a system change or new political parties coming to power, or by pressure groups. 
Usually these types of features came up in combination, like Murphy’s law.

Choosing the complexity perspective therefore, is a logical choice. The interviews with key players
addressed the reasons for the emergence and the persistence of a deviating practice. Interestingly, the 
stories were full of coincidences, sudden turns, local sparks igniting regional or even national processes 
of change. 
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The framework of complexity-elements chosen to structure the Þ ndings of the interviews made a seam-
less Þ t. Most innovative practices depended on various interdependent levels, that all play a role in the 
emergence and stabilisation of an innovation. 

The cases prove that success depends on the appearance of a ‘window of opportunity’ on various levels 
simultaneously. The Flemish case on Hoegaarden for example is a combination of local and ministerial 
willingness for making non-agricultural considerations more important. 

Vouga Delta Area (Portugal)

Approaching criticality: Man, nature and water have lived together in a delicate balance for centuries in 

the Vouga river delta. There are 4000 farmers in the area, all working on small plots. Ecological diversity is 

extremely high due to landscape diversity and extensive farming practices. However, the balance is being 

disrupted and the number of fl oods is growing. 

Harbor expansion in Aveiro in combination with stronger winds than before cause more fl oodings by the salty 

water of the Ria de Aveiro. Land use changes in the hinterland cause additional river fl ooding. To avoid land 

abandonment and ecological degradation, extra measures for water control are necessary. 

EU directives (in particular legislation on Environmental Impact Assessment and the Directive on the Conserva-

tion of Wild Birds) as well as public awareness-urged integration of ecological and water management aspects 

with agricultural oriented measures in an integrated approach. IDRHa however, did not make use of integrated 

instruments. Moreover, traditional big investments only from the economic point of view are too expensive in 

the Vouga area.

New attractor: After a big fl ooding which caused a lot of damage to agriculture and nature, a decision was 

made to make changes. IDRHa decided to make an integrated plan together with Aveiro University and

environmental protection organisations. The new plan had to combine fl ooding control with the continuation of 

agriculture and the preservation of the unique landscape and ecology of the area. 

From the beginning, a new planning approach was set up by the new chief of IDRHa’s regional offi ce. His family

roots were in the region and he knew the university professors and most of the environmentalists personally.

The plan was established in cooperation between IDRHa, farmers, and environmental organisations. Although 

agriculture in the Vouga delta area is under considerable pressure, most farmers also have other jobs and are 

only partly dependant on their agricultural activities.

Take-off: Three different kinds of land use zones were defi ned within the scope of this land consolidation 

project: (1) mainly nature preservation; (2) both agriculture and nature preservation; (3) mainly agriculture. For 

these several types of land use, different kinds of interventions were planned. A big dyke has to keep part of 

the salty water out. A new agricultural practice reducing labor costs is being established. For IDRHa the result 

is a new approach in the fi eld. This is the fi rst time in the IDRHa history that interests of nature and agriculture 

have been integrated. 

Stabilisation: At the time of the project, national environmental organisations made a claim to the EU Commis-

sion. The Commission came to the area and decided that the integrated plan was suitable for environmental 

aspects, which was a big success for the IDRHa approach. As a result, the Commission decided to cancel the 

claim. From that moment on, it was recognised that in the Vouga area nature and agriculture have the same 

interests and have to cooperate. 

But even more importantly, the approach chosen by IDRHa became legitimatised to politicians and the public. 

Now the approach is seen by IDRHa as a new instrument with high potential for the future.

Coincidences: The new team leader in Vouga on one hand, with his local connections, open mind, was willing 

to leave bureaucratic safety and enter the risky pathway. On the other hand, the central IDRHa organisation’s 

choice to facilitate and accept the experiment and its results affected change.
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1.2.5   DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION: HOW CAN WE COPY FROM 
ABROAD?

Although there are similarities in regional innovation processes, the innovations cannot be simply copy-
pasted. 

1.2.5.1   Individual Perceptions
First of all, the implementation process has to be considered as a policy process in itself with often
unpredictable outcomes. A government is not a machine. Jacobs (2006) states, that the appearance of our 
perceptions as direct and precise images of the world, even for physical objects, is an illusion. Thus, expe-
riencing the need for innovation and Þ nding a seemingly promising solution are very hard to formulate as 
undisputed facts. 

The absence of a clear and uncontested ex-ante problem deÞ nition is a fundamental characteristic of 
exchange-for-innovation. We therefore cannot expect the model of information exchange to be as simple 
as: formulate what you are looking for and screen the donor on whether it can supply you with a solution.  

1.2.5.2   Regional Cultures
Although we found that innovations in the di! erent regions have many similarities, we must also conclude 
that there are still big di! erences. Some countries innovate because societal pressures are already codi-
Þ ed in the national legislation and the changing of practices is a procedural or top-down necessity. 

North Rhine - Westphalia is one of the regions where innovations were induced mainly by governmental 
policy. The examples of Portugal and Galicia are due to local initiatives. In The Netherlands the ‘Schetss-
chuit’ has been developed to organise creative design workshops to solve complex planning and deve-
lopment problems. These phenomena correspond with the cultural component in innovation theory as 
described by Tukker and De Butter (2006), concluding that innovation can be done using, among others, a 
hierarchic (NRW), individualist (Portugal, Galicia) or egalitarian (The Netherlands) approach. 

1.2.5.3   Daily Changing Planning Practices
Attempts to adopt foreign land development methods stem from the tendency to avoid the possibility of 
‘reinventing the wheel’. Especially in countries where a managerial discourse prevails, copying is preferred 
over inventing for the sake of e#  ciency. 

Indeed, in the case of technological innovations, in an underdeveloped country, the concept of mobile 
phones should be copied as it is the best communication technology available. 

If institutional transplantation is a fast lane, it implies that, when doing ‘exchange-for-innovation’,
demand and supply are to be linked, presupposing three ingredients. The receiver is aware of what is 
needed to improve a particular practice. Accurate and objective information on the potential donor-
element can be provided by the donor. A newly identiÞ ed useful idea can successfully be implemented. 
All three presumptions are simpliÞ cations of what actually happens in practice, changing our view on 
exchange-for-innovation into a less linear and less predictable process than it appeared at a Þ rst glance, 
nonetheless having the potential to render valuable outcomes. 

The problem is that planning practices are constantly changing. We cannot refer to ‘the’ planning practice 
of a certain region. It is too complex and too personal to give an exact, complete and uncontested descrip-
tion. Furthermore, planning practices are constantly and o#  cially or uno#  cially adjusted. 

Formal frameworks will remain in place for several years or even decades, because a detailed land consoli-
dation law exists. However, not every aspect of land development has a comprehensive legal basis, often 
running instead on customary tacit rules about how to use it. Even a planning practice codiÞ ed in a special 
law may deviate from the formal basis already existing because elements from the law have become de 
facto, abolished or new legislation is being prepared and practitioners are allowed to anticipate this new 
legislation. Therefore, it is di#  cult for the donor to provide insight on what he has to o! er.
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1.2.5.4   Innovations from the Past
The tendency in the FARLAND project was to have potential donors highlight their innovations. The
underlying idea seems to be that what is outdated for the donor cannot possibly be expected to satisfy the 
innovation need of the recipient. 

As innovation theory states, innovation generates a lot of trial ideas, most of which will be eliminated 
over time in an evolutionary fashion. So, making the donor put forward his innovations creates the risk 
that both donor and recipient end up with an eventually non-viable idea. The possibility that the innova-
tion need of the recipient may be served with one decade-old donor elements seems to be an indecent 
proposal. Rationally, however, it is more logical since a country facing agricultural problems could beneÞ t 
from elements that the donor was applying at the time the donor was also facing agricultural di#  culties. 

1.2.5.5   Alternative Paths to Success
Another problem is that there is not a single isolated ‘good’ approach. It depends on the rest of the sys-
tem whether the demand driven, the decentralised, the integrated, or the family cooperative approach 
enhances e! ectiveness. 

As Mintzberg (1989) emphasizes, the success of organisations can be explained not by any single organi-
sational attribute, but by how they combine various attributes. In other words, there are alternative paths 
to success, based on an organisation’s ability to conÞ gure the attributes it uses. We therefore have to 
synthesize instead of analyse. 

1.2.5.6   Go Up by Leaps
Theory says that instead of trying to do everything well, the e! ective organisation can adapt by concen-
trating on a speciÞ c theme around which it can conÞ gure its attributes. Organisations, as a consequence, 
are known not to adapt continuously and gradually, in piecemeal fashion, but rather by engaging in quan-
tum leaps from one conÞ guration to another. 

It may be more e#  cient to hold on to a form that is going out of synchronisation with its environment until 
a major transition can be made to a new, more suitable one. This way, internal conÞ guration can be main-
tained, even if at the expense of external Þ t, and the costliness and disruption of organisational change 
can be concentrated into brief periods of strategic revolution. Meanwhile, smaller innovations – like the 
example of how cars are becoming more reliable, comfortable and safer – can be adopted.

1.2.6   CONCLUSION
We cannot predict tomorrow’s innovations in land development. But we can say how they will appear. 
They will be triggered by disasters, political or societal change, or directives from above. They will be
developed fast. Sometimes they will succeed and sometimes they will fail. 
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Bocholter Aa (North Rhine - Westphalia)

Approaching criticality: The Bocholter Aa area consists of fi ve municipalities that are connected by a small 

river called the Bocholter Aa. The mayor of the municipality of Velen acknowledged the added value of making 

one joint spatial plan for the fi ve municipalities together. However, from the regional level one cannot fully 

comprehend the problems in the fi eld, because it has become too complex and too dynamic. The help of the 

locals was needed for successful rural development projects. 

New attractor: LEADER was a concept that acknowledged this, but had only a limited spatial and temporal mag-

nitude. To promote this way of working, the NRW ILEK model (“Integriertes ländliches Entwicklungskonzept”, 

Integrated Rural Development Strategy) adopted the same philosophy. Drawing from LEADER as a source of 

inspiration, ILEK was offi cially established in 2004. ILEK combines fi nancial fl ows, but, more importantly, aims 

to improve the participatory nature of problem-defi nition and allow the simultaneous employment of multiple 

instruments, not only from agricultural, but also from social and economic origins. The planning process is 

open to anyone interested, whether offi cial body or individual. The process is completed within 12 months. 

Take off: When ILEK became offi cial it inspired the locals along the Bocholter Aa to make such a joint plan. 

They engaged in a participatory process, mapping the strengths and weaknesses of the Bocholter Aa area and 

setting targets accordingly. The preparation phase was subsidized with 50,000 Euros. The planning phase was 

subsidized with 10,000 Euros per participating municipality, making cross-municipal plans more interesting. 

This ambition toward cross-municipal plans emerges from tourism; a trend that specifi cally demands regional 

approaches. Currently, there are 35 ILEK projects running and it is still gaining momentum.  

Stabilisation: The ILEK approach will probably be sustained in the upcoming EAFRD funding as it pursues 

similar targets. However, the actual projects fl owing from the regional plan are not fi nanced via ILEK, but have 

to be fi nanced separately. Therefore, the administrative and fi nancial fragmentation continues to exist at the 

project level. However, projects implemented within the framework of an ILEK regional plan do get more sub-

sidy than projects without ILEK support. Many ILEK projects will eventually have to turn to LEADER money to 

be implemented. However, that will not be possible in each case.

The role of the people will be very important; especially that of the workers who will take the risk of
applying something new but necessary. The process of innovation will di! er in each of the regions. Part-
ners will never completely copy-paste each others innovative practices. They will only use parts of them. 
They will even adopt parts of each other’s long established practices. The parts will be used to compose 
new approaches to make them Þ t into each speciÞ c political, regional and organisational context.  
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1.3.1.   ARE WE HEADING TOWARDS 
COMMON APPROACHES?

European regions are developing to keep pace 
with the international economic arena. Structural 
changes are being made in society and along with 
them claims on land are changing. 

In Chapter 1 an overview of the di! erent approach-
es, instruments, and objectives in the Þ eld of land 
development was presented. Some regions have 
a very broad approach with di! erent instruments, 
addressing various challenges, while others have 
a more limited scope and a singular instrument 
to deal with speciÞ c issues. This shows the rich 
variety of approaches to land development in Eu-
rope. However, it also raises questions, such as: Is 
there a reasoning behind this big variety? Or are 
these just di! erent stages of the same evolution of
approaches? 

In Chapter 2 the point of learning and innovation 
was made, showing that innovation is not a simple 
mechanical process. Successful change depends 
on coincidences and personal interventions and 
not all innovations are improvements leading to 
regular practice. 

Experience in FARLAND has shown that partners 
gain a lot of inspiration through intense review 
and exchange processes. However, innovation is 
not just a simple matter of copying each other’s
novelties and success stories. Di! erences in history, 
culture and institutional setting make the pace and 
direction of this learning process very divergent. 

Supposing we are indeed part of the same evolu-
tions, some additional questions arise: Are we 
heading towards the same set of instruments?
Or are there major di! erences in context or way of 
governing that will sustain these di! erences? Is it 

possible to draw joint conclusions for future approaches in land development?
This chapter will try to answer the above questions by ‘turning the issue around’. We will not look from 
the perspective of the available approaches and instruments and see what they can do for us but we will 
analyse the issues at stake in European regions that have impact on land and the issues that cause land 
use conß icts.

Next, we will present what FARLAND has delivered in terms of learning for the various partners and how 
these partners will use new insights to utilise better land development approaches. Besides contents, 
an overview of the process of formulating ‘future approaches’ will be given, since the steps taken by the 
various partners are also an important indicator of how policies are developed. The di! erences between 
the various regions provide an opportunity to reß ect on how governments develop in relation to market 
forces. Do processes of liberalisation and privatisation trigger a bigger diversity in approaches or do the 
various regulatory frameworks support a common direction?
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1.3.2.   CURRENT ISSUES IN LAND DEVELOPMENT 

1.3.2.1   Economic Developments Put Pressure on our Living Environment
In densely populated European core zones or nearby economic and urban centres, continuous develop-
ment puts pressure on land. Space is needed for new infrastructures such as highways and railroads, for 
residential areas or shopping malls, industrial zones and harbours.

The FARLAND study tours in Flanders, The Netherlands, and North Rhine-Westphalia showed some
impressive examples of spatial development and illustrated the impact these projects have on land. The 
urban development of Lake-City Groningen, the extension of the port of Antwerp, brown coal mining 
or motorway construction in North Rhine - Westphalia, all put vast claims on the rural areas. But as the
Portuguese Alqueva Agricultural Dam Project showed, such major projects are not necessarily always re-
lated to urban development.  

Besides the bigger exogenous developments, rural areas and especially peri-urban zones are in continu-
ous evolution in a more stealthy way. Traditional agricultural uses for example sometimes evolve in indus-
trial scale or are pushed aside by hobby farming or horse riding enthusiasts. 

In core European regions, the migration of city-dwellers to rural areas and the increased mobility that 
comes with it not only result in a functional but also in a mental urbanisation of the countryside. As the 
character of the area and its inhabitants transform, more space is also needed to meet the demands of 
the inhabitants for a nice and comfortable environment. Living comfortably also means a need for recre-
ational opportunities (sports, relaxation, nice surroundings) and access to them. 

However, the opposite is also true. A nice living and working environment is needed to attract enterprises 
to come to economically attractive regions. This is one of Europe’s core objectives in the global frame-
work. An attractive environment has become a major economic asset. It is clear that the limitation or 
availability of ‘open space’ near European economic centres is a crucial and common concern for the near 
future.

The e! ects of conß icting claims on open space are obvious. Although regulated by planning acts, develop-
ments not always lead to the spatial quality as envisaged. Land development approaches are means to 
pursue, plan and implement in a more coordinated and integrated way. Thus, the di! erent functions of 
the land can be concentrated, ‘red’(urban) and ‘green’ (nature) functions can be better tuned, and nega-
tive impacts on landscape, biodiversity, land use, and land ownership can be mitigated and compensated, 
coordinating public interests with private ones.

1.3.2.2   Protection of Natural Values is a Common Concern
The continuing deterioration of natural habitats and the threats posed to certain species are one of the 
main concerns of European Union (EU) environment policy. For this reason the EU wants to ensure bio-
diversity by conserving natural habitats and wild fauna and ß ora through the development of the Natura 
2000 ecological network. This network is a high level completion of the diverse national systems of net-
works, parks and reserves that cope with the challenge of protecting and developing our natural heritage.

The establishment of this network is an important step. First, the network has to be ecologically viable. 
In highly fragmented and deteriorated regions, this means that separated zones need to be connected 
by creating new natural areas or building ecoducts, for example, and to create new physical conditions in 
which nature can develop. 

In The Netherlands large nature development projects go together with residential projects in a joint ven-
ture of public and private partners. In North Rhine-Westphalia major public works as the construction of 
new motorways are always accompanied by compensation measures for the environment. 
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Second, the values are to be protected within a liveable socio-economic environment. This means that 
attention has to be paid to a! ected landowners and land users and a set of accompanying actions deve-
loped. In Flanders, for example, land banking activities are used to o! er farmers alternative parcels when 
they are a! ected by nature development projects. 

Last but not least, the networks also have an important function in the community. They form an impor-
tant part of our collective space. Where possible, access to parks and reserves should be provided in a 
well-considered way so people can enjoy the richness of Europe’s nature. 

All of these actions go beyond the nature protection framework and a! ect other stakeholders in the rural 
areas. Therefore, a land development approach can help to implement our common goals of protecting 
and safeguarding biodiversity, while at the same time other interests can also be promoted.

1.3.2.3   Structural Problems in Agriculture and Forestry Hamper Rural
Development
Structural problems such as small scale and fragmented land ownership are another issue at stake. Frag-
mentation can take many forms. The fragmentation of ownership in small land parcels is the most obvi-
ous. This problem can be remedied by land tenure, a process through which a land user can rent di! erent 
plots from neighbouring owners to form larger Þ elds. 

Another problem can arise in the form of fragmentation of use. Land use fragmentation can be hardened 
by physical fragmentation when land use plots are separated by persisted borders as walls and roads or, 
more commonly, by hedges. A third type of fragmentation is fragmentation at farm level, when a large 
number of scattered parcels are exploited by one user.

In some regions fragmentation can take extreme forms. In Galicia, for example, the average size of agri-
cultural and forestry plots is minimal. In central European countries fragmentation is becoming an impor-
tant issue after the land reform. In other regions, such as Flanders, fragmentation is partly overcome by 
high land tenure rates and land use exchange between individual farmers, but remains an issue regarding 
e#  cient and future oriented farming.
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About 60% of the people in Galicia are rural land owners. The average size per owner is 1,7 hectare, divided 
over more than 7 parcels for each owner. The average plot size is 0,23 ha. The land registration system is 
unclear, hampering the functioning of the land market. Besides this, Galicia has one of Europe’s lowest 
average land lease rates.

In many European regions structure and scale of land use and land ownership are hampering their deve-
lopment. General developments in agricultural production such as increased use of machinery, methods 
of production, harvesting, and marketing cause additional demands on access to parcel shape and to the 
Þ elds by rural roads. Decision makers acknowledge that land fragmentation is a problem, but the impact 
on economic growth and social stability in rural areas is largely underestimated (FAO). 

However, fragmentation may not merely be interpreted as a negative condition. On one hand, there are 
indeed numerous drawbacks from fragmentation. Larger scale farming is more e#  cient in manpower and 
equipment use, and in the use of pesticides and fertilizers. Fragmentation also leads to less willingness 
to invest by private and public stakeholders. In a context of free market and with less Þ nancial support 
from the government, it is crucial to run a proÞ table and competitive agricultural business. The EU and 
many European countries are formulating policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become less 
dependent on fossil fuels. Biofuel production will involve large scale rational farming. This will be realised 
by changing the production of existing farms but it will also claim additional space.

On the other hand, landscapes with a fragmented agricultural structure can have a higher ecological
value, for example because of the borders between the parcels. They are less prone to erosion and are 
typically rated higher as attractive visual landscapes.

Sometimes it is even argued that more fragmentation gives more people income possibilities, however, it 
raises the question whether this is not under the poverty level.

Both situations are very di! erent in nature and demand varying physical and ownership structures but 
both must comply with increasing agro-environmental preconditions. It depends on the local situation 
and the method to be followed. In both cases, upgrading of rural infrastructure is a relevant issue.

Land development instruments such as land banking can support the process of scaling up and impro-
ving land structure. In areas where maintenance and preservation of small scale cultural landscapes are 
an issue, land development can also play an important role through creating more viable units, restoring 
landscape elements, or making space for elements like stone walls and hedges.

Parcel fragmentation in a Galician parish
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1.3.2.4   Forest Fires in Southern Europe Force to Action
Forest Þ res took a high toll in recent years. Rural areas are most a! ected by them but urban centres have 
been increasingly in danger in recent years. Portugal was hit severely especially in 2003 and 2005 and Gali-
cia, Spain in 2006. The year 2007 also challenged several countries with the danger of forest Þ res. 

Lightning-induced Þ re is a natural part of the Mediterranean ecosystem and therefore forest Þ res have 
always been prevalent. However, other reasons such as climate change (longer dry periods), economical 
interests, vandalism, careless behaviour, bad management and spatial aspects dramatically increase the 
risks of forest Þ res.

Average size of farms of some EU countries

NASA image of 22 May 2005 of Forest Þ res
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“Portugal’s biggest problem is the lack of a central registry of land ownership”, said Domingos Cartaxo, a forest 

engineer with the Quercus environmental group.

“Land registration is the key,” he said. “Many laws can be introduced, but if this structural question is not 

addressed, the fi res will continue to burn.” 

“If there was a central registry, authorities could identify forest owners and compel them to create fi re walls of 

cleared land or plant belts of fi re-resistant tree species, making it much easier to prevent or control fi res,” he 

said. 

Uncertainty over who owns land is made worse by the fact that many Portuguese are abandoning their own 

land in rural areas, meaning that there is no one to monitor many of the country’s forests. 

The planting of large areas of eucalyptus for paper and pulp in recent years has also contributed to the spread 

of forest fi res because they burn more easily than many other species.  (Reuters, 22 May 2005)

Forest Þ re risk at municipal level in Galicia

Municipalities with High Risk of Forest Fires
(“ZAR” zones)

Land development approaches can help achieve the objective of improving the management and struc-
ture of forest areas. The problems of huge ownership fragmentation of forests in Portugal and Galicia; 
unclear ownership and parcel boundaries; bad or insu#  cient infrastructure both for Þ re Þ ghters and forest 
managers; abandoned areas; inadequate or nonexistent forest spatial planning and forest management; 
and ine#  cient Þ re prevention measures can be treated in an integrated way, using several instruments 
and policies. 

This can be realised by a combination of activities to scale up and improve management via increased 
cooperation such as the Galician Forest Management Units and the Portuguese Zonas de Intervenção Flo-
restal (Forest Intervention Zones or ZIF), especially considering that more than 80% of Portuguese forest 
is private. A development package of re-allotment and property clearance, the execution of the neces-
sary infrastructures, and land banking with lease promotion (like the Galician Land bank) can structurally
improve the layout and management of forest areas. This will not rule out the occurrence of forest Þ res 
but it will deÞ nitely lower their intensity and frequency.
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In Portugal, a total area of 425.726 hectare was lost in 2003, the worst year since 1980, and another 338.262 

ha burnt down in 2005, the second worst year. In the past 15 years, 16,3 % of Galicia’s territory (480.000 ha) 

burned down as a result of more than 150.000 forest fi res. In 2006 42.000 hectare of forest was destroyed.

Mobilisation against forest Þ res

During the summer of 2006 more than 90.000 ha of forest burned in Galicia. Villagers were in danger, but 

also fi re fi ghters and people from the extinction service were taking huge risks. All Galician equipments were 

mobilised which included about 500 professional brigades, 270 fi repowers, 31 air equipment, and even equip-

ment form other parts of Spain and Europe. The whole society was mobilised and groups of civilians fought 

the forest 24 hours a day. 

This social mobilisation is still active. Almost a year after the wave of forest fi res, a network of 6000 volunteers 

are still carrying out controlling tasks such as reforestation and sowing etc. in the high risk areas. (www.volun-

tariadomontegalego.org)

1.3.2.5 Flood Control Puts Claims on Agricultural Land
European policy makers are very concerned about ß ooding. ”In recent years Europe su! ered over 100 
major damaging ß oods, including the catastrophic ß oods along the Danube and Elbe rivers in 2002. Since 
1998, ß oods have caused some 700 fatalities, the displacement of about half a million people and at least 
25 billion EUR in insured economic losses. 

The value of assets at risk of ß ooding can be enormous. For example, more than 10 million people live in 
the areas at risk of extreme ß oods along the Rhine, and the potential damage from ß oods amounts to 
€165 billion. 

In addition to economic and social damage, ß oods may have severe environmental consequences, for 
example when drinking water captation facilities or waste water treatment plants are inundated or when 
factories holding large quantities of toxic chemicals are a! ected. Floods may also destroy wetland areas 
and reduce biodiversity. Two trends point to an increase of ß ood risk in Europe. 

Firstly, the magnitude and frequency of ß oods are likely to increase in the future as a result of higher inten-
sity of rainfall and rising sea levels caused by climate change. Secondly, there has been a marked increase 
in the number of people and economic assets located in ß ood risk zones. Hence, the risk of ß oods will 
continue to be present in the European Union and may increase considerably during the coming decades. 
The challenge is to anticipate these changes now and to protect society and the environment from the 
negative e! ects of ß oods (source: EU DG Environment).

It is becoming clear that the combination of more erratic rainfall patterns and di! erences in land use lead 
to frequent and larger ß oods in many parts of Europe. It is expected that especially the rivers draining the 
mountainous regions as the Rhine, Rhone, Po, and the Danube will su! er higher ß ood risks in the future 
(European Environmental Agency). 

In low areas near the sea, like The Netherlands, the ß ooding risk by rivers is combined with the risks of ris-
ing sea level. This may also be an issue for countries with long coastal boundaries such as Portugal. 

Human activities have impact on ß ooding risks as well. In Flanders for example, dredging of the river 
Scheldt for the accessibility of the port of Antwerp makes sea tides on the river higher and pushes them 
further upstream. 
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The traditional ways to protect people and property against ß ooding are not su#  cient anymore.
Nowadays there is a general understanding that building higher dykes causes quicker water drainage and 
more problems downstream. Government policies increasingly use the concept of ‘room for the river’ and 
controlled ß ooding to lower the risks of ß ooding. But more room for water means less room for people. 
This will lead to considerable claims on land along the river. 

Land development activities are increasingly applied all over Europe to support ß ood control measures, to 
make them bearable for all users or even add extra value to the projects by integrating further objectives. 
By creating new land uses, such as less intensive farming, and converting agricultural land into valuable 
wetlands, several objectives are achieved. 

In The Netherlands, water retention is combined with large housing developments, water recreation
infrastructure, and nature development - as demonstrated by the Blue City project and Lake City Gon-
ingen. North Rhine – Westphalia showed the re-meandering of the Kleine Aue river at Espelkamp. Here 
nature development, landscape restoration, recreation, and water retention go hand in hand and a land 
consolidation procedure is used to Þ nd solutions for the a! ected farmers. In the Bodrogköz area in the NE 
part of Hungary, much attention is paid to matching future land use to soil types and inundation e! ects - 
all in an open planning process.

These examples are of di! erent scale and type but all contribute to lowering ß ood risks in their own way, 
while integrating broader objectives and taking into account the mitigation of negative impacts on the 
current land users.  

Land development has proven to be a very useful tool for rearranging land ownership along rivers. The
images reß ect the starting point of a land development project along the river Elbe near Lenzen in Ger-
many (Source: Drees, A, Suenderhauf, R, 2006).
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1.3.2.6 Land Abandonment and the Quality of Rural Life
Abandonment of land is a serious and growing problem in several parts of Europe. It takes place in areas 
with physical handicaps like the Spanish and Portuguese mountainous regions and in large parts of Central 
and Eastern Europe. Many farming regions have been a! ected by adverse economic changes reducing the 
viability of established forms of production. 

These changes have been more severe in Central and Eastern Europe than in the Western EU. Transition 
was accompanied by major changes in agricultural structure in most countries, generally involving the 
break-up of large collective or state farms and the privatisation of land. Often this occurred over a consi-
derable period of time leading to unclear situations and bad land management. 

All over Europe, abandonment has been accelerated by the retirement of an older generation of more 
traditional farmers and by the migration of younger people to urban areas.

Land abandonment can have several e! ects. It can lead to a loss of semi-natural habitats, like high natural 
value (HNV) farms. It has consequences for cultural landscapes, leads to more homogeneous landscapes, 
and to the loss of structures of cultural value (terraces, historical buildings). It also increases the risk of 
forest Þ res in the Mediterranean countries and leads to higher erosion rates. And Þ nally, the loss of agri-
cultural use can further increase the process of migration and marginalisation. 

Loss of population in Galicia

HNV agricultural land

Reversing abandonment Preventing abandonment

Removal of unwanted vegetation
Necessary investments (e.g. fencing)

Incentives for continued management

Agri-environment schemes
LFA for conventional management of NATURA 2000
Agro-forestry schemes
Training and advice

Broader measures for viable rural areas

Improvements to rural services (education, health, culture)
Incentives for economic diversiÞ cation (incl. tourism)
Improvements to infrastructure (roads, water-supply etc.)

Schedule reß ecting the interaction between di! erent 
measures
(Source: background document IEEP / Veen Ecology 
2004)

Variation of population (1998-2006)
 Loss (-24%; -2%)
 Stable (-2%; +2%)
 Gain (+2%; +56%)
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Land abandonment is caused by a combination of reasons such as physical characteristics (relief, soil
quality, and climate), social issues, lack of facilities and opportunities for young people, and attraction to 
urban centres. The structure of the farms (farm size, plot size, and the possibility of access to the land) is 
also an issue. Finally, legal matters also play a role: di#  culties in ownership and processes of restitution of 
land rights to absent owners can also be causes for abandonment. 

Land development approaches are not able to stop entirely the migration and further marginalisation 
of agricultural regions. A combination of di! erent tools like land banking, formation of larger units by 
cooperation, land re-allotment, and the promotion of other land uses can help regions Þ nd a new balance 
between commercial farming, nature and landscape preservation.

1.3.2.7   Main Common Factors
The main current issues in land development have a broad diversity in terms of themes, location, causes 
and e! ects, and perspectives. However, all of them have a common factor, a parcel, as a unique piece of 
land determined by property rights, use, location, and shape. Land development with all its di! erent tools 
– neither static, unique, nor universal – addresses the issues at the level of a parcel. This is essential for the 
management of the issues at stake. 
Land is inevitably connected to property and use. The use of land is increasingly dynamic since changes 
occur more rapidly due to socioeconomic and environmental forces. 

Claims on land for diverse uses will increase in the future however, land is Þ nite. In addition, land property 
rights are part of the foundations of our political and socioeconomic system. Currently, this is particularly 
evident in Central and Eastern European countries.
In the ‘era of information’ both society as a whole and individuals are increasingly aware of the topics of 
land use and property and they are empowered to discuss them. Availability of spatial information and 
technologies stimulate this, Google Earth for example is more popular than ever.

Land development tools give society the opportunity to modify the spatial conÞ guration of property 
rights in order to optimise land use, with guarantees for all parties involved in a democratic process. The 
activities and outputs form the level of action needed to e! ectuate spatial planning and regional/rural
development plans. The toolbox of land development provides an excellent opportunity to create the im-
pact intended by these plans.

1.3.3.   PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE THROUGH JOINT LEARNING AND
INNOVATION

1.3.3.1   How Did FARLAND Prepare for the Issues at Stake?
The issues at stake lead to a number of challenges: How to respond to a deteriorating living environment 
near the economic centres? How to scale up land ownership for easier adaptation to international deve-
lopments? How to re-arrange land ownership structures and land functions to be better protected against 
natural hazards like forest Þ res and ß oods? How to re-direct the process of land abandonment? How to 
manage the relation between use and property?

All these questions do not have one unambiguous answer. The answers however deÞ ne how land develop-
ment instruments will be used in the future and which new instruments are needed to be developed.

In FARLAND the basis for this is joint review and exchange in order to inspire each other. This joint work 
was organised in the form of di! erent activities. 

FARLAND partners have organised study tours to show the others a cross section of their work. By means 
of presentations, Þ eld visits, workshops, and discussion panels the speciÞ c regional challenges were
investigated and best practices and innovations were discovered. 
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Each of the countries prepared a state–of-the-art land development paper and together with an inventory 
of ‘appealing cases’ a comparative review study was performed (Chapter 1). The highlighted cases reß ect 
recent innovations of the partner organisations. To create more innovative capacity, a number of these 
cases were studied more deeply to get an insight to the mechanisms that trigger innovations (Chapter 2). 

A more in-depth investigation was performed during technical exchange visits on speciÞ c themes, based 
on the demands of the partners. Some of these themes tackled the use of instruments that deal with spe-
ciÞ c challenges such as how to use land development for:

• village renewal and village ecology
• development of nature reserves and ecological corridors
• Þ tting in big infrastructure
• scaling up small scale fragmented agriculture
• better structuring of forest areas
• making space for ß ood control measures
• reverting the process of land abandonment

Other themes were more tool oriented, like:

• how to evaluate land as a base for the exchange of parcels?
• how to assess the costs and beneÞ ts of land development?
• what project procedures are useful and how to improve project management?

Referring to land development as part of a bigger institutional framework, the following topics were
assessed:

• how to link land development approaches to European policies?
• funding mechanisms
• relation of land development to di! erent levels of spatial planning
• public private cooperation in land development

Finally some general themes were assessed:

• what happens after completion of land development projects?
• how to set up a system of continuous learning?

Joint review activities focused on the rich experience of FARLAND partners. A lot has been learnt about dif-
ferent instruments, tools, and ways of working. To avoid ‘tunnel vision’ when looking at new approaches,
FARLAND explored the future by using the technique of scenario analysis. 

Expert panels discussed di! erent scenarios and sketched possible changes in the future. Additionally, FAR-
LAND explored the di! erent regional contexts because of the di! erences between regions and countries. 
The future approaches for land development in the di! erent FARLAND regions are elaborated in parallel 
regional processes, resulting in regional discussion papers. Examples are given in this chapter regarding 
the topics that FARLAND partners will explore in the near future.

In addition to these regional discussion papers, FARLAND partners have learned to work in a more future 
oriented way. A joint ambition is formulated to sustain and strengthen the innovative power through joint 
cooperation.

Future Land Development in Flanders, the Rurban Area in Search of Allies
The spatial morphology of Flanders is characterised by a far-reaching urbanisation of the countryside. To 

indicate this phenomenon, terms such as “urbanised peripheral”, “peri-urban landscape”, “the fog city”, “the 

scattered city”, “overpressure”, “junk areas” or “rurban areas” are being invented. These areas are typically 

under high pressure because of the demand on land for private and public urban functions. 
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1.3.3.2   Learning in Di! erent Dimensions
Each of the FARLAND activities was evaluated from two main perspectives:
• what do we learn in view of our own regional or national approach?
• what are common conclusions and challenges for future land development?

The three main principles of FARLAND directed this towards:

• more integrated approaches
• a more decentralised planning and implementation
• more ß exibility. 

‘Horsifi cation’, ‘gardenifi cation’, cutting and fragmenting by infrastructure, loss of readable landscape structure 

and qualities, visual pollution, lower general accessibility through privatisation of the space, are all typical 

trends in those areas. 

Besides physical impacts, the loss of regional identity on the social level can also have negative consequences 

on regional feeling and identifi cation. People become alienated with their living space and social networks de-

cline as the countryside urbanises mentally. At the same time, traditional rural sectors such as agriculture and 

nature conservation receive lower attention and thus have diffi culties in coping with the dominant mechanism 

of urbanisation. 

Current instruments of spatial planning, as zoning, also fail to tackle the decline of spatial quality because they 

focus mainly on general uses and do not deal with the detailed fi lling-in by the ‘tyranny of small decisions’.  

During an expert workshop organised in the framework of the FARLAND project by the Flemish Land Agency 

(VLM), experts saw this evolution as one of the major challenges in land development to be tackled in the near 

future. The experts share the opinion that urbanised spaces require new alliances between public, private, and 

even individual stakeholders and subscribe to the viewpoint that the alliances should be tested in strategic 

experimental integrated projects. 

Given the complex situation in these areas, it is apparent that there is not a single solution or instrument to be 

used. A combination of physical measures, with high attention to land ownership, social-economic actions, 

and innovative spatial plans have to be considered. Developing new accessibility such as recreational and 

functional walking, bicycle routes, nature development and landscaping measures and village renewal are 

some of the possible actions through which Land development can contribute to the success of the projects.

An integrated development plan, as the Integrated Rural Development Strategy (ILEK) in North Rhine - West-

phalia or as the Flemish de Merode project that combines and fi ne-tunes different actions of stakeholders, can 

be an interesting activation instrument.

As also discussed in FARLAND during the visit to the development projects ‘Meerstad Groningen’ and ‘Blauwe 

Stad’ in The Netherlands, one of the prerequisites for the success of strategic projects is a strong regional co-

ordinator – be it a person or an organisation- who initiates and coordinates new actions. During the workshop 

experts did not unanimously agree with VLM’s taking this role. 

A multisectoral oriented land development agency that has the know-how for implementing concrete actions 

in the fi eld and the instruments for the necessary land use-landownership related operations, has an important 

executive and supporting role to play. VLM can play this role due to its long experience in integrating projects 

and its broad fi eld of knowledge. 

In these areas special attention should be given to a well thought-out fi nancing structure of the projects. During 

the Flemish study tour discussion, FARLAND partners noticed that in Flanders the link between the realisation 

of ‘hard’ or ‘red’ functions and the realisation or fi nancing of accompanying ‘qualitative’ or ‘green’ measures is 

not always as well organised as in other regions. A new challenge for the VLM then is to experiment with new 

ways of cooperation with private actors (PPP). 
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This section will deal with the most important learning points following the main principles. Last but not 
least, it will reß ect on learning about di! erent cultural backgrounds. 

Integrated Planning and Implementation:
Accepted as Concept but Di#  cult to Realise!
The subject of integration received attention in almost every exchange activity. Finding a good balance 
between economical, ecological, and social aspects is a key-issue in many of the areas where land deve-
lopment is used. In some cases, land development plans serve broad territorial objectives while in others 
one single objective is pursued. 
The critical review of approaches and projects from di! erent perspectives has taught the partnership to 
think ‘big’ and to be more ambitious while formulating future objectives. After all, it is not the instrument 
that requires planning but the quality of the area itself.

The liveability of an area is the common point of departure and the common goal. All the issues at stake 
revolve around this. Achieving broad objectives for a demanding civil society in the ‘pressure cooker’ of 
urban areas is not the only case. At the other end of the spectrum, abandonment of land in marginal areas 
is not an isolated technical problem as it is related to the structure of land ownership, the level of access, 
and it is about using the broader opportunities of the area. 

Many issues in FARLAND regions are ‘complex’ in the sense that they are results of a set of technical, 
physical, and human conditions that reinforce each other, sometimes even ending up in a vicious circle. 
They are common in the sense that there is not one solution to the problem. A package of mutually sup-
porting activities is needed to deal with the root causes.

FARLAND partners have realised that this objective oriented view, compared to an instrument oriented 
one, opens the mind. In The Netherlands such visionary thinking led to the building of a new city, Lake 
City Groningen, with the use of land development. By cross-Þ nancing the ‘green’ functions, such as eco-
logical corridors and recreational infrastructure, with the more proÞ table urban investments, a successful 
example of integration was witnessed. Although this example, given its scale and complexity, will not be 
repeated easily, the moral is that land development should be well embedded in wider rural or spatial 
development programmes.

Integrated planning and implementation is accepted among land development experts as a planning 
concept, but many regions struggle to put it into practice. Some regions struggle due to lack of proper 
instruments. Partners have inspired each other by sharing their established approaches. Typical regional 
contexts deliver new instruments such as the instrument of land banking and land use in Galicia that is 
used to Þ ght problems of abandonment and small scale. 
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Each region has both good and bad examples of integration. Many administrative systems manage to 
come up with broad rural development strategies but they are not prepared to implement integrated 
activity packages because these involve the competencies of di! erent ministries and sectors. Often, plan-
ning and Þ nancing systems are completely separated. 

Compartmentalisation of policies by sector and lack of cooperation and coordination hamper the Þ ne-
tuning and implementation of plans. The EU Rural Development Programme does not su#  ciently pro-
mote the Þ nancing of integrated land development packages as it is based on a division in axis and mea-
sures. This leads to a focus on singular activities instead of broad programmes. In principle, a combination 
of measures even across the axis is possible but, in practice, the accountability of these packages leads 
to extra operational burdens. This is an important factor since the majority of FARLAND partners depend 
(for rural and land development) on European co-Þ nancing. 

The ‘institutional fragmentation’ in many of the European regions presents a challenge. Some FARLAND 
regions have rather independent coordinating agencies for land development such as in Flanders and The 
Netherlands. This can help achieve the di! erent objectives of land development but there is still a need 
for broader cooperation. Inspiring examples of cooperation like the Alqueva Dam Project in Portugal, the 
harbour extension near Antwerp, and the brown coal areas in the German left lower Rhineland have stim-
ulated the partnership to be pro-active in promoting cooperation. 

Land development provides the implementation matrix for integrated action involving various measures 
at di! erent levels of planning, both in sectoral and hierarchical terms. 

Integration is not only about physical measures or themes, but is also about reaching di! erent groups 
of people from young to old, from land owner to business manager and di! erent organisations (govern-
mental agencies), and border territories. Land development as a process a! ects social environment and a 
proper linkage between these can enforce community sense and responsibility. 

Village renewal activities in North Rhine - Westphalia for example strike a good balance by taking govern-
ment actions and at the same time stimulating local actions. Activities reinforce each other and can mul-
tiply investments. As the mayor of Milchenbach very proudly said that ‘the land consolidation procedure 
has actually inß uenced the liveability of the whole village’. 

Future Land Development in The Netherlands:
Broadening to Socio-Economic Objectives

The experiences of the FARLAND regions stimulated DLG in its effort to be a learning and innovating organisa-

tion.

An important learning point is to strengthen the socio-economic chapter of land development. Economic 

developments in urbanising societies lead to new challenges. Relations between communities and the sur-

rounding countryside become weaker and spatial developments put the quality of the living and working 

environment at stake. 

Presently, land development in The Netherlands focuses mainly on the countryside. Although implemented in 

good cooperation with the local residents, plans have an overriding technical nature. DLG was inspired by its 

European partners to strengthen the socio-economic objectives. 

In North Rhine - Westphalia village renewal/ecology in an integrated development approach is seen as a very 

good way to reorient villages to a changing economic environment. The quality of the areas have improved by 

new use of buildings, redesign of public space, and ecological concepts that connect residential areas to their 

wider environment. It further involves residents in the planning and taking-care of their environment. 

Flanders offers good examples that take into account social aspects, such as fi nding alternative living and 

employment possibilities and by implementing land development as part of a wider approach of strengthening
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Towards More Decentralised Planning and Implementation:
A Multitude of Opportunities!
The theme of decentralisation has a broad meaning in FARLAND. It touches on the role of the di! erent 
government levels but it also refers to public participation and stakeholder involvement. In this meaning, 
decentralisation is more than the (EU-) principle of subsidiarity. 

The question on how and who initiates new land development projects was an important starting 
point. The initiation of projects and the use of land development as a tool of the government reß ect the
attitude towards governance. Governance is the exercise of political authority and the use of institutional 
resources to manage society’s problems and a! airs. 

Politics has clear goals and uses institutions, structures of authority, and collaboration to allocate resour-
ces and coordinate or control activity. But as FARLAND showed, the institutions (agencies) themselves 
have an idea about ‘problems and a! airs’ and the way to govern them. In other words, how they, as
institutions, should be used by politics. This leads to tension, especially in the area where new projects are 
initiated.

The cross section of FARLAND regions shows some common tendencies. In the Þ rst generation of ag-
ricultural land consolidation projects, initiatives usually came from agricultural organisations. With the 
transformation of land development approaches to more integrated projects, a shift towards government 
initiatives was made. With societies becoming more demanding and with governments aiming to shorten 
and make more e! ective policy cycles, a shift is again made towards more demand-driven approaches. 
Most FARLAND partners have more or less the same main division between:

• local initiatives for smaller scale, rather sectoral initiatives,
• government initiatives for larger scale – often integrated  projects which go beyond the interest of 

the area itself.

regional identity. These and other examples lead to a stronger social, economic, and spatial connection be-

tween residential areas and the countryside. 

DLG intends to explore this approach with its natural partners like the Dutch provinces and municipalities. This 

fi ts very well in the implementation of the ‘socio-economic vitality’ within the new policy framework for land 

development in The Netherlands. DLG hopes to fi nd enthusiastic partners to start pilot projects and to develop 

a working approach.

Continued broadening of land development also leads to the ambition of attracting more and other sources 

of EU land development funds. The EU offers a range of funds for the period 2007-2013. Existing opportuni-

ties of rural development co-fi nancing are mainstream nowadays but they are still not applied completely. Other 

EU funds offer new opportunities to realise the broader objectives of land development. DLG intends to further 

explore the European regional development policy and to realise socio-economic objectives via the European 

Social Fund and the EU Culture Programme.   

The broadening of the Dutch approach will result in an improved information fl ow about the benefi ts of land 

development towards responsible politicians and the general public. 

DLG experienced that FARLAND partners deal more spontaneously with political and public attention. Study 

tours or exchange visits within the framework of FARLAND are often used to get political attention. The press 

is invited to press conferences, exchange activities, and fi eld visits. Inspired by its FARLAND partners, DLG 

sees further challenges in professionalising its PR/Communication approach. DLG will continue to educate 

and train its project leaders to develop a proactive PR-attitude. Land development will be more successful if 

the mutual cooperation between the media and politically responsible persons is used to better inform people 

about its success stories.
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However, there are more shades of grey. Following the LEADER principle, North Rhine - Westphalia 
strongly supports local organisations to formulate their own integrated rural development strategies. The 
Netherlands now experiences a wave of voluntary, though integrated, land development projects on a 
smaller scale than the former, legislation based projects.

‘It was interesting for the FARLAND members to see the quantity and diversity of demands for land develop-

ment in Flanders. VLM was advised by FARLAND to formulate decision criteria when initiating new projects. 

The present approach is ad hoc. VLM puts each demand on the agenda of the Minister who then makes a 

decision. This approach involves the risk of losing quality control in open space projects. 

It is not easy to decide on which approach is the best. In each country there is a variation between plan orien-

tated approaches and demand driven approaches. Probably a balance between the two is the most suitable.’ 

(source: Evaluation of Technical Exchange Visit ‘Project Initiation’, January 2007) 

As many land development projects across Europe showed, involvement of local organisations and people 
is essential. In the land consolidation project of Luz, in the Portuguese Alentejo, IDRHa installed a team in 
the village and technicians actually lived there for ten years. 

As the evaluation of one of the technical exchange visits commented: “We have to support creative local 
people! But we also need creative, innovative and pro-active sta!  to facilitate community processes!” 
Processes of negotiation with di! erent groups of local stakeholders are sometimes di#  cult but they are 
the key to the success of projects. 

The de Merode project in Flanders provided an excellent example of a project that goes beyond the usual 
public participation approach. A very open and participative process, land development contributes to the 
strengthening of regional pride and sense of identity. 
Concepts of decentralisation and broad public support are not only important during project planning but 
also during implementation. The strong community approach in Galicia goes further than this. By a form 
of cooperative farming, units are merged and advantages of scale are created. The same principle was 
followed in the Portuguese Zonas de Intervenção Florestal, where bigger and better manageable forest 
units were formed. Although not literally applicable to other countries, such a group approach has inspired 
other partners.

The management of facilities is a common concern. As one of the technical exchange visits concluded: “In 
Galicia, the municipal governments are responsible for the maintenance of the infrastructures after a land 
consolidation project. This is also a problem because usually municipal governments do not have enough 
economic resources to fulÞ l this task. We think that the most rational process (according to the principle of 
decentralisation) should be to establish, before the approval of the land consolidation project, the direct 
beneÞ ciaries who should be the responsible agents for the maintenance of the infrastructures.” 

Another FARLAND visit ignited the following ideas: “In Portugal, farmer associations are responsible 
for the maintenance of infrastructures after a land consolidation project. This unusual solution is a good
example of decentralisation during the exploitation phase. It works better when the association (and its 
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Future Land Development in North Rhine - Westphalia:
Stimulating Local Stakeholders to Join Hands

“If the IRDS Process did not exist, it would have to be invented now,” was the statement made by the head of 

the Institute for Country and Urban Developement North Rhine - Westphalia, Dr. Rainer Danielzyk, during the 

national FARLAND Conference at Düsseldorf (NRW) in June 2007.

And indeed the process, which is based on the LEADER idea and was initiated in North Rhine - Westphalia at 

the beginning of the EU- funding period 2000 – 2006 is a success story, second to none in Europe.

The targets of a so-called Integrated Rural Development Strategy (IRDS) are:

• mobilising regional development potentials,

• well adjusting of hitherto existing isolated single measures,

• reaching signifi cant synergies, and

• employing them in the development of rural regions.

An integrated rural development strategy (IRDS) consists of a SWOT analysis of a region. Based on this survey, 

development strategies are tailored to the specifi c regional situation. It is a comprehensive concept for the 

territory of two or more municipalities. 

The IRDS is developed in cooperation with organisations, associations, administrations and inhabitants. The 

design of projects is also a part of the strategy. The planned projects have to afford contributions for reaching 

the regional development strategy, to be sustainable and realisable, and to achieve profi t at an early stage. 

The regional development strategy is versatile and can include:

• the improvement of the village periphery or agrarian conditions,

• the development of sustainable use of energy resources, or

• the creation of new job opportunities in the regional marketing and rural tourism.

An IRDS has to be developed by adequately qualifi ed persons from outside the administration. The process is 

funded depending on the number of participating municipalities.

In the FARLAND Project, national as well as international experts have pointed out that: “The formulation of 

‘Integrated Rural Development Strategies’ is a very good approach to bundle regional development processes. 

The integrated approach and the participation of the citizens are innovative examples in Europe. This ap-

proach is well supported by the organisation process during the planning phase and affords a ‘monolithic’ 

rural development. The existing knowledge is optimally used because of the high participation level of the local 

stakeholders. The IRDS-process describes a nearly ideal realisation of the academic ‘counter-fl ow principle’ 

and is the classic form of the modern regional structural policy.”

In North Rhine - Westphalia 149 of the 396 municipalities have teamed up into 33 IRDS. Another 26 IRDS 

have already been fi nalised. Participating municipalities are successful in their development processes 

and advise other municipalities (without IRDS) to join one as soon as possible. An overlapping cooperation

between municipalities is essential in the future and offers advantages for the municipalitieś  development by 

an exchange of experiences as well as the intensive participation of the inhabitants. 

partners) has personal interests in the facilities built during land consolidation - as in irrigation projects. 
The problems arise when the beneÞ ciaries are not clear (who are the concrete beneÞ ciaries of the new 
rural roads?) and when the ’performance’ of the infrastructure is not so important for them.”

FARLAND experience clearly illustrated that the division of tasks between di! erent layers of government 
and the public and private sector is not a static issue. FARLAND partners are continuously confronted 
with new ideas on decentralisation. The newly introduced land consolidation programme in Lithuania has 
promptly anticipated ruling ideas of decentralised government functions while regions with established 
approaches react slower due to the e! ect of the ‘law on diminishing returns’. 
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Flexibility: The Ability to Adapt
“We have to be ß exible” was a statement often heard in the FARLAND project when unforeseen events 
a! ected the proposed planning of a meeting or Þ eld trip and schedules had to be changed accordingly.

Flexibility is the ability to adapt to change. More scientiÞ cally analysed, the ß exibility of a system is related
to its adaptability to a new environment or its resilience in recovering from disturbance. It refers to the 
ability to re-organise and still have the same identity, the same basic structure, and ways of functioning. 
It includes the ability to learn from the obstacle. Increasingly, attention in our dynamic society is shifting 
from growth and e#  ciency to ß exibility. Growth and e#  ciency alone can often lead systems into fragile 
rigidities, exposing them to turbulent transformation. Resilience and ß exibility open the eye to novelty 
and new worlds of opportunity.

Besides the ß exibility necessary in the organisation of the FARLAND project itself, it was also one of the 
main topics of exchange and discussion. FARLAND showed ß exibility in land development approaches in 
multiple ways.

A look into the history of land development shows how ß exible land consolidation, and later the broader 
land development approaches, adapted to the needs of society during the past decades. This is nicely
illustrated by the cross section of measures and objectives that were aimed for in regions with a long tradi-
tion in land development and land consolidation. There was an evolution from sole agricultural structural 
improvements, to improvements in forestry via introduction of landscape and nature measures, water 
management and the introduction of recreational and tourism measures to projects working on the im-
provement of regional economy. 

It is very interesting to see that during this evolution, major 
changes in legislation occurred rarely. For example, in Flanders 
integrated land consolidation projects are still realised in a legal 
framework which has not changed in 30 years. This indicates the 
ß exibility of the applicable legislation, and also the ß exibility of 
the institutions dealing with land development. This institutional 
ß exibility can also be noticed in the organisational reform that 
most of the FARLAND partners experienced during the project. 
Continuous learning and updating through exchange of experi-
ences and knowledge have proven to be an e! ective way to be 
ß exible.

Today, in an increasingly complex and changing society, legisla-
tion should be made more ß exible. The tension between the con-
cept of ß exibility and the need for procedures – which are almost 
by deÞ nition fairly rigid – is believed to be solvable with a modular toolbox approach in which only the 
necessary procedures are put into action. In North Rhine – Westphalia, this idea is put to use in all kinds of 
land consolidation projects (ranging from voluntary to comprehensive).

While this search for optimised legislation continues, the ß exibility of approaches is becoming obvious in 
all regions:

• First of all, there is a tendency for ß exibility in timing, when projects are phased and implemented 
in di! erent time tracks. It is strongly felt that the previously long duration of the larger integrated 
projects for example in The Netherlands and Germany did not provide the level of ß exibility needed 
to respond to a changing environment. 

• Secondly, there is a growing ß exibility in surface, such as a wide variety of project area sizes or of solu-
tions that contain small scale actions or sub-projects that Þ t into bigger programming frameworks. 
Such ‘modular approaches’ are believed to strike a proper balance between the need to achieve quick-
er results in government investments while the cohesion between measures in di! erent parts of a 
wider territorial unit is maintained. 
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• Land development covers the complete spectrum of projects – from relatively mono-sectoral to com-
plex-comprehensive. The most important aspect however is ß exibility in the use of di! erent instru-
ments, that is, the use of tools and mechanisms that best Þ t the given problem. A general principle is 
to work on a voluntary basis if possible and compulsory basis if necessary. 

• Finally, there is an increasing need to have ß exibility in Þ nancing. Often, projects do not exclusively 
rely on traditional governmental land development funding sources but combine Þ nancial streams of 
di! erent ministries and even from private partners in public private partnership projects.

All these di! erent ß avours of ß exibility result in land development approaches that are constantly adapt-
ed to the actual needs of society. However, it is only possible to put them into practice when the people 
behind the instruments and approaches are also ß exible in their thoughts and actions. In FARLAND this 
prerequisite was fulÞ lled entirely. 
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Learning from Cultural Di! erences
The FARLAND kitchen is equipped with a wide range of cultural ß avours. Culture in this context is per-
ceived in the broad sense of the word, as a set of knowledge, behaviour, and customs that people in 
a group share. The way people work, dress, communicate, eat, perform are all parts of a certain group 
identity. 

Basic ingredients in FARLAND were for example groups with a speciÞ c background in practice: groups 
with a research background, groups from Central Europe and from Western Europe, groups of people 
sharing the same language or sharing the same climate. Learning about these di! erences took place
during intensive project visits where the exchange of explicit and implicit information was served spiced 
with bratwurst and bacalhau. 

Language is of major importance in review and exchange projects. Sharing experiences and exchan-
ging knowledge require common understanding and a common language. It appeared useful to explicitly
examine the deÞ nitions used in the project. For example, an analysis of the di! erent meanings of the word 
‘land development’ was needed in order to be able to start discussing its tasks. This was particularly useful 

Future Land Development in Galicia: Towards a Flexible Multi-Tool Box

Land development instruments gather and adjust in the different strategies and measures that come from 

upper levels of planning. They work as fi lters between economic policies and the territory. They work with land 

property and land use rights, the environment, the landscape, the people. They implement specifi c policies or 

measures from an integral and/or sectoral point of view but, at the same time, they adjust the conditions and 

land structure of local areas for future policies.

This is the land development view, a new approach to land management as learnt from FARLAND. But to 

materialise this view, land development instruments must be considered as a fl exible multi-tool box adaptable 

to the objectives of each area, as in Flanders and North Rhine - Westphalia. This approach to land development 

is new in Galicia. Up until now, land development was mainly based on a single instrument: land consolidation. 

With a situation of extreme land fragmentation at different levels (parcels, use and property), this instrument 

was used since the 1950s with a well established legal framework and with an agrarian objective. 

A lesson learned from this experience and from the Dutch FARLAND partners is that land consolidation is not 

the only way to solve structural problems and is not enough to get a sustainable development of rural areas. 

Taking this into account as well as the changes occurring in rural areas in the past years (depopulation process, 

land abandonment, abandonment of agrarian activities, etc.), two new instruments are being developed: the 

Land Bank of Galicia (Bantegal) and the Forest Management Units. 

The land bank of Galicia will work mainly to promote land mobility in order to prevent land abandonment, 

especially land with agricultural attributes. To achieve this, a public entity (Bantegal) will be created to promote 

land mobility through renting contracts between landowners and farmers. Bantegal will work as a mediator and 

catalytic element, as well as give support and guarantees to the renting process.

The Forest Management Unit (such as the Zones of Forest Intervention in Portugal) will gather forest proper-

ties, abandoned or not, in one single unit. This unit will have a specifi c tool at its disposition for the sustainable 

management of the forest.

To achieve land development success in Galicia, these instruments have to work in an integrated and coordi-

nated way with other rural and regional development instruments. 

In the private sector, innovative initiatives are being developed without a specifi c legal framework based on a 

joint use of land which is managed by a professional association in which each landowner participates with a 

contribution of land and/or capital.

Galicia is in the process of developing this toolbox. Innovation and the search for new solutions will continue 

also due to fundamental refl ection and “think tank” discussions – techniques learnt from VLM and Flanders.
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since none of the FARLAND partners is of native English origin while the very concept of land develop-
ment is not known in Anglo-Saxon countries. In some FARLAND countries the word has been used for 
decades and represents a large amount of information, while in others the word does not exist in a proper 
translation. In Flanders, land development is connected with green and nature but in Galicia it is di#  cult 
to translate because even the concept itself is a novelty. 

International cooperation projects need to invest e! ort to bridge these language gaps. The terminology 
used in national approaches and practices needs to be translated and explained in order to make the
essentials transferable and applicable to a broader public. The Portuguese ‘Zonas de Intervenção Flores-
tal’ could serve as an example. The ‘Forest Intervention Zones’ literal translation is not di#  cult but still it 
hardly says anything about the speciÞ c meaning in a speciÞ c context. The gap between research language 
and language of practice triggered both sides to construct a common path of communication. 

Besides language, other issues are directly linked to cultural background. There are various ways of deci-
sion making: are we heading for a common agreement or simply voting on majority decisions? 

Planning processes in more centrally organised countries are di! erent from those of more decentralised 
countries. Some partners are more used to and experienced with working in less structured, open plan-
ning processes while others prefer pre-structured ways of working. Is an executive body allowed to orga-
nise its own structure and process or does it depend on a legal framework or higher-level approval before 
taking action? 

The role of politics and power in land 
development di! ers in each country. 
While in one country the minister ac-
tively participates in the project, it takes 
much more e! ort to get the minister of 
another country involved in project af-
fairs. Some countries have easy access 
to the press at conferences and project 
visits while others do not even try to in-
volve the press. Doors of beautiful town 
halls were opened to FARLAND but it 
also experienced people living without
electricity. 

Recent history also inß uences the do’s 
and the don’ts. A remarkable resem-
blance appeared in problems of small-

scale farming and land abandonment between two far reaches of the European Union. While Vilaverde 
in Galicia shows a very e! ective way of organising small-scale farmers in more viable cooperatives, the 
opposite situation exists in Lithuania, where there is a drive to Þ nish with the past of forced collectivisa-
tion. Interestingly, Galicia’s ambitious land banking programme stimulates Lithuania to reconsider this 
possibility. 

During the regional study tours, each partner tried to present a complete picture of the region visited. The 
illustrations took place in o#  cial meeting venues with PowerPoint presentations but also during dinners 
and intensive bus trips or Þ eld visits to meet local practitioners. FARLANDers have proved to be sensitive, 
open, and respectful towards other cultures. The process of this exchange even created a new culture, a 
FARLAND family was born, where ties and suits have disappeared, where heated discussions do not lead 
to anger but only to a new couplet in the FARLAND song. 

The visits of FARLAND representatives, their questions, comments, and discussion have promoted among 
local people a sense of pride about their projects. 
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1.3.3.3   Upgrading Approaches as a Joint and Participatory Process
Subchapter 1.3.3.2 shows that the FARLAND learning process had di! erent dimensions. One such dimen-
sion was the development of the so-called “Discussion Papers” - one for each country or region, including 
the lessons learnt and the planned future activities for upgrading the approaches to land development. 
This step was crucial since it bridged the often experienced gap between learning and application. 

By including the seven discussion papers and their presentation to and discussion with policy makers in 
the project, the partnership had an impact on policies via international learning. Partners had the freedom 

Future Land Development in Lithuania:
Careful Steps in a Very Sensitive Environment

Since ancient times, land was not only the means of survival but also the way of life for the majority of Lithu-

anians. The history of Lithuania refl ects numerous land reorganisation processes. 

After regaining independence in 1990, a new period of re-establishment of self-dependence and national legal 

system started. One of the biggest reforms was the land reform, based on the restitution of land ownership 

rights and land privatisation. Restitution of land ownership rights is at its fi nal stage (96 percent of land and 

3.82 million hectares have been restored in rural areas) but the most diffi cult applications still need to be 

solved. According to the Government Programme, restitution of land ownership rights should be accomplished 

by 2008. 

As a result of the present land reform it became evident that the farms are small (average 12,3 ha) and scattered 

into several remote land parcels. The dominance of small and fragmented land plots in the agricultural sector 

and undeveloped infrastructure in rural areas lead to the need of defi ning a new policy for land management. 

This comes together with the adjustment to EU Common Agricultural Policy and the need of the Lithuanian 

farmers to create well functioning and competitive farming structures.

After several pilot land consolidation projects, legal basis for land consolidation was established in 2004 and 

the fi rst fourteen land consolidation projects were started in 2005. The fi rst steps showed that the land con-

solidation instrument should be further developed to become more fl exible and better integrated into other 

related instruments.   

Through exchange of experience with numerous international experts during international projects and in 

accordance with the Governmental Programme, a National Land Consolidation Strategy is being prepared. 

The objective of this strategy is to create assumptions and foresee the measures for successful land consolida-

tion so as to ensure the rational use of land in rural residential areas and to allow the solving of the complex 

needs of the state, public, and individuals. 

Specifi c objectives of the Strategy are:

• to ensure the relation of land consolidation with rural and regional development;

• to create conditions for the optimisation of the land consolidation process. 

A public awareness programme is being prepared within the framework of the Strategy, and guidance for 

education and training regarding land consolidation is being developed. Upon approval of the Strategy, certain 

changes in the existing legislation for land consolidation (regulating the process itself, its coordination with 

the other development processes, including the administrative and institutional issues) will be introduced. It 

is expected that the second round of land consolidation projects in Lithuania would be started in accordance 

with the improved legislation. These projects will be more effi cient and fl exible.

The best experiences of FARLAND countries were used and modifi ed for the development of the above men-

tioned National Land Consolidation Strategy – in particular the integrated approach (the actors and activities 

used) in the land development process, the attraction of various fi nancing sources, using land banking and 

other instruments to facilitate this process. The FARLAND project has contributed a lot to raising public aware-

ness of the integrated process of land consolidation and land development in general. 
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to organise these processes while FARLAND provided support through common workshops, training, 
and orientation on how to design policy reformulation processes and how to present the results with the
active support of the member knowledge institutes.  

From Learning to Applying
The input and the output (seven discussion papers and seven events to present them) were deÞ ned Þ rst, 
but the process was still to be designed by the partners. A proper evaluation structure proved to be vital 
for documenting the inputs. 

Each of the exchange activities was evaluated in three ways, using three di! erent levels. The Þ gure below 
illustrates the structure and the purpose of the outcome. 

Nevertheless, the process was a typical learning process with ups and downs. The kicko!  was eager,
almost euphoric. After starting with a bunch of information in the form of nearly 20 reports with propo-
sals and recommendations for future approaches to land development, the partners reached a phase of 
searching and orientation, which is natural in learning processes. External support proved to be helpful for 
entering a highly productive period. 

The Þ rst ideas about the content and the development process of the “National Discussion Paper” were 
presented and discussed in the framework of a FARLAND project-supported interactive workshop. It
became clear that land development is not an end in itself and shall attend to other laminar forms of 
ongoing planning processes. The future cooperation between partners was founded by including external 
experts from crucial organisations already in this early phase of formulating future approaches to land 
development. 

The support of external moderators from Pantopicon, a Belgian company for supporting organisations 
by stimulating future-oriented thought and action, during the workshop was particularly helpful as an 
external guide during the ‘ascent of a steep learning curve’. They introduced the group into the possible 
types of participation, which are:
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1. informing (lowest level; only informing relevant target group)
2. consulting
3. advising
4. co-producing
5. co-decision making (highest level; target group can make co-decisions about future approaches) 

After realising the need for the participation of external experts, the challenge became how to best mobi-
lise them. How can partners raise the interest of their relevant target groups to participate in the process 
of formulating future approaches to land development? How can future needs be jointly developed? 

As a response, the partners were introduced to the utilisation of scenario analysis, an auxiliary tool to 
orient present instruments and approaches to future demands. Scenario analyses are mental exercises 
to analyse perspectives on the future and how they might unfold by developing discerning storylines and 
future images. Scenarios are about long term societal dynamics but they are meant to inspire decision-
making today. 

They are learning machines, sketching alternative futures. Typical questions are:
• What might happen in the future?
• How are these developments and events intertwined?
• How can we inß uence the future?

It is clear that the future cannot be predicted, but the impacts of possible changes can be inß uenced by 
today’s decisions. And the possibility to shape the future inspires and mobilises people.

All partners were stimulated by these inputs and got new ideas on their way to (regional) future approach-
es to land development. The next step – the execution of the discussion paper process – had to be done 
by the partners themselves. This was necessary because strategic, institutional, or instrumental precondi-
tions were too diverse between the partners to have a uniform process in every country or region. 

The partners had and used the possibility to ask each other for help (“distant coaching”) during this
period of formulation. All reached the common target and developed their individual “national discussion 
paper” in order to be able to update the regional approaches to land development. Every partner proudly 
presented its process and result in the frames of the second workshop. Moreover, partners got deeply 
involved in the process of working out suggestions for future process improvement.

Observations and Conclusions
Achieving the outputs in limited time within a multi partner network like FARLAND required well struc-
tured planning and development processes. Through careful process design and management the aim 
was to standardise, synchronise, and improve certain actions in order to make them more e! ective and 
the results comparable. The manufacturing industry, like the automotive industry, uses process manage-
ment as an important tool but is it possible to standardise, synchronise and therefore improve the Euro-
pean learning and development process? 

In the FARLAND project internal processes like the evaluation of Study Tours and Technical Exchange 
Visits proved to be standardisable. By performing the evaluations in a structured and disciplined way, 

Participation Flanders Galicia Hungary Lithuania The Netherlands NRW Portugal

Type Co-producing Co-producing Informing Informing Consulting Advising Advising

Way Workshop Workshop Conference Conference
Interviews Work-

shoping
Discussion 

meeting
Discussion 

meeting
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partners were confronted repeatedly with the question ‘what are we learning here that we will be able to 
apply in our work?’ This stimulated the partners to have a learning attitude, to be curious, and to ignore 
di! erences in context or situation. 

On the other hand, regional activities like the development of the Discussion Paper needed ß exibility for 
the consideration of political, institutional, and legal preconditions. This was required in order to deliver 
substantial and not superÞ cial results for the country or region at stake. By synchronising the processes in 
time, partners stimulated each other in questions on how to involve other stakeholders. 

For some partners the Discussion Paper process forced the organisation to take action and lead to more 
results than expected. The reasons were clear: the inputs from the study tours, technical exchange visits, 
and the discussion papers from the other partners had enriched the internal debate and provoked and 
engaged people to take part in this process.

This open process required strict management and brisk exchange between the several groups for the
e#  cient synchronisation of the di! erent processes. Even though process design was di! erent between 
the partners, the overall result required partial results at Þ xed dates. 

The progress of the process had to be secured by a monitoring system (queries, etc.). The partner respon-
sible for the core process had to build up a strict management as VLM had done. By the common deÞ ni-
tion of targets and milestones in the working group “Future Approaches“ and in the National Action Plans, 
a more or less latent controlling system was developed. The process was sometimes hampered due to 
several reasons but because of the intensive exchange, for instance during the workshops and by distance 
coaching, the partners got new ideas to gain momentum. 

This exchange within the project was expanded to external experts and local stakeholders, to get more 
information and new perceptions for future approaches. Doing so helped reach another target: the
administration could raise the awareness of concerned persons by giving them the chance to participate, 
to contribute their ideas, and to jointly shape the future. 

Future Land Development in Hungary: Setting the Preconditions
In the absence of an existing approach, emphasis will be put on setting the preconditions needed for sustain-

able land development. Land consolidation is considered an effi cient instrument of land policy, which can help 

achieve the general objectives of rural development. 

Three main priorities were set:

Strengthening awareness of the issues of land development. The competitiveness of agricultural produc-

tion, the state of the environment, and the development of rural areas make it equally necessary to determine 

the policy of land development for the longer term. The harmonised formation of development programmes 

(national and regional) ensure social agreement on land development issues. The wide-ranging communication 

of objectives and measures for land development ensure the information and involvement of stakeholders. The 

communication campaign can also convince decision makers about the importance of land consolidation.

Preparation of the legal and institutional background for land consolidation.

The Land Act No. LV of 1994 appropriately regulated the procedures for voluntary land exchanges with the 

aim of land consolidation. However, this procedure can only be implemented on a small-scale. A fully voluntary 

participation can never be reached. There is no accepted land consolidation strategy on the national level 

and there is no act on the regulation of land consolidation. As land consolidation is an indispensable tool for 

achieving the objectives for rural development, it is necessary to adopt immediately the law on land consolida-

tion and the required amendments of certain related regulations (heritage, land lease, right of pre-emption, 

Civil Code). 
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1.3.3.4   New Governance: Challenges in a Changing Institutional Context
The issues presented in section 2 all deal with change and conß icts about land use and property. These 
processes are not static but change gradually over the years depending on variations in economy, society, 
and environment. At the same time, the way governments perceive their role and function also changes 
as the liberal inß uence (less protective) of the European and world market grows. 

The general trend is to regulate less by government and leave more to market forces. International agree-
ments in WTO context lead to the reduction of trade barriers and to the trimming of EU production sup-
port system. National and regional governments tend to decentralise public tasks and to leave the initia-
tive or the implementation to businesses or citizens. 

Both decentralisation and liberalisation reinforce each other and lead to organisational restructuring pro-
grammes all across Europe and organisations dealing with land development are part of this process.

The institutional background of country level coordination and local implementation should also be set 

up. In fact, the administrative institutions of land management are already able to perform the tasks of land 

consolidation. The National Land Fund(NFA) together with its county offi ces manages a part of the land in 

state ownership and through its land acquisitions and sales has access to information on the Hungarian land 

market. Therefore, a lot of information and many information systems are available aerial and satellite photos, 

land registration and network, Land Use Registry, Land Parcel Identifi cation System of IACS that can also be 

applied during the process of land consolidation. 

Integrated realisation of land development with other development programmes via pilot projects. 

The realisation of land development in harmony with development programmes helps establish a direct con-

nection between agriculture, rural development, regional development, and regional policy. 

Project fi elds are: 

• construction of surface linear infrastructure (road, railway) close to countrywide centres of logistics; 

• programmes related to certain rural development measures (especially LEADER and village renewal); 

• designated NATURA 2000 protected areas; 

• Water Framework Directive measures; 

• and the further development of the Vásárhelyi Plan (protection against the fl oods on Tisza river - emergency 

reservoirs, and fl ood plains) in the surroundings of agricultural farm(building)s (especially in the case of new 

ones), in settlements affected by Regional and Territorial Development projects initiated by the National Land 

Fund, and in settlements, where the share of State property is signifi cant.

The Dynamics of Organisational Change
The experiences of FARLAND partners in the project illustrate the increased dynamics of organisational change 

in Europe. During the past two years all of our seven implementing partners faced some kind of change. 

DLG in The Netherlands is still the main responsible body for implementing land development and continues 

to operate nationwide but from a very different position. From a legally defi ned entity for implementing land 

development for the Ministry it now is a potential implementer for each of the 12 provinces. Its position has 

become more independent.

In Portugal, a major reorganiation in all ministries was implemented with the purpose of rationalising their 

function and increase effi ciency in their management. Several government organisations ceased to exist and a 
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New approaches to land development will need to take this institutional environment into account. It is 
not only a matter of ‘how’ to deal with new land development issues but also ‘by whom’ or ‘with whom’? 
This can even be taken a step further: ‘can’t we leave the solution of land use/land ownership conß icts to 
the market?’ This is not an imaginary situation since Anglo-Saxon countries already follow a market ap-
proach. 

The di! erent issues at stake show that the answer to this question is negative. Experiences in many coun-
tries show that the issue of fragmented ownership is too large to be solved by the market. The same 
counts for dealing with natural hazards and the urban sprawl. Free democratic societies beneÞ t strongly 
from a statutory land readjustment instrument. Such a legal instrument is the means for ‘bridging’ the dis-
crepancy between the constitutional guarantee of private (real estate) property and the regulatory task of 
the government to inß uence land use for public demands. Land needed for maintaining the infrastructure 

few were merged. IDRHa was merged with another organisation, forming DGADR. This new organisation has a 

wider set of tasks and continues to have the competence of land development within the scope of the Ministry 

of Agriculture, Rural Development and Fisheries but with less staff available.

In Lithuania the National Land Service continues to have the coordinating and guiding role in land develop-

ment. However, ongoing decentralisation is moving primary responsibility for land development initiatives from 

county level to municipality level, bringing along a major challenge for future coordination.

In North Rhine - Westphalia a major reorganisation of all state government organisations was performed 

with the objective of reducing the number of administrative levels from three to two and reducing government 

intervention to the minimum required. Consequently, the Upper Land Consolidation Authority was integrated 

into the Ministry, while the local agencies have become part of district governments and became even more 

competent in rural development.

The same major reorganisation is happening in Hungary, leading to a huge staff reduction in the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Rural Development.

In Flanders the Flemish administration fi nalised a reform phase. The land development department of VLM 

itself, however, remained unchanged.

In Galicia new entities related to land development will be created under the Ministry of Rural Affairs. This is 

the case with the land bank, which will be managed by a public company specifi cally created for this task, and 

with the forest management units that will have to create an entity or association to operate. 


